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Chapter 1

Summary

1.1 Summary

For the Protein Crystallography beamline X06SA of the Swiss Light Source a new X-ray de¬

tector was developed, the PILATUS IM detector. The goal of this thesis was to participate to

its fabrication, to calibrate the detector and to investigate its performance in protein crystallo¬

graphy data collection.

The PILATUS IM detector is the largest hybrid X-ray pixel detector currently in use at a

synchrotron. Tt is a modular system consisting of 18 multi-chip modules covering a total area

of 243 x 210 mm2. This prototype consists of one million pixels with a size of 217 x 217 /no2.
The silicon sensors have a thickness of 300 /mi. The readout electronics, with an amplifier, a

comparator and a digital counter in each pixel, enables single photon counting. All modules are

read out in parallel, leading to a full frame readout time of 5.9 ms.

The first step of the detector calibration was to equalize the thresholds of all pixels. The

threshold distribution of the detector is 42 electrons. The individual pixel response to X-rays

was adjusted by a flatfleld calibration. An algorithm for distortion correction of CCD detector

data was adapted to correct the data of the PILATUS IM detector. Images from this detector are

spatially distorted by the influence of three factors. First, the absorption properties of the silicon

lead to parallax broadening by a fraction of a pixel. Second, the modular architecture causes

a mechanical displacement of the modules from their assumed positions. To reduce the dead

area, the modules are tilted by 6° with respect to the mounting frame and are overlapping each

other. A third correction step accounts for this tilt and projects the data onto a virtual plane.

The prototype detector suffered from a high number of non-responding or unreliable count¬

ing pixels within the active area. Therefore, defect reducing procedures were developed to

compensate for these pixel defects. With their use protein crystallographic experiments could

be performed. Conventional coarse 0—sliced datasets were recorded at the protein crystallog¬

raphy beamline X06SA of the Swiss Light Source. The data were processed and an electron

density map was calculated. The results were compared with the performance of a reference

CCD detector: the pixel detector is superior in speed but showed higher reliability-factors be¬

cause of a flaw in the X-ray counter. Due to the short readout time and the noise-free readout,

fine ^-sliced datasets could be recorded in continuous data collection mode. With the analysis
of these data, the theoretically predicted advantages of this technique could be verified.

By eliminating the defects of this prototype detector a significant increase in data qual-
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2 CllAFWR 1. SUMMARY

ity is expected for macromolecular crystallography experiments. Small anomalous intensity

differences, important for phasing in multiple- or single-wavelength anomalous diffraction ex¬

periments, will be measured with higher accuracy. Therefore more protein structures than today
could be solved using a hybrid pixel detector for these types of experiments.
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1.2 Zusammenfassung

Für die Protein-Kristallographie Strahllinie X06SA der Synchrotron Lichtquelle Schweiz wurde

ein neuer Röntgen Detektor entwickelt, der PILATUS IM Detektor. Die Zielsetzung dieser

Dissertation war die Mitwirkung in der Fabrikation, die Kalibrierung des Detektors und die

Untersuchung seiner Funktionalität mitkristallographischen Experimenten.
Der PILATUS IM Detektor ist der grösste Hybrid Pixel Detektor der zur Zeit an einem

Synchrotron eingesetzt wird. Dieses modulare System mit 18 Modulen, die wiederum aus

mehreren Chips bestehen, bedeckt eine Fläche von 243 x 200 mm2. Der Prototyp besteht

aus einer Matrix von mehr als 106 Bildpunkten (Pixel) die eine Grösse von 217 x 217 /im2
haben. Die Silizium Sensoren habe eine Dicke von 300 /tin. Die Ausleseelektronik mit einem

Verstärker, einem Komparator und einem digitalem Zähler in jedem Pixel erlaubt es einzelne

Photonen zu zählen. Alle Module werden gleichzeitig ausgelesen, was zu einer Auslesezeit von

5.9 ms für ein Bild führt.

Der erste Schritt bei der Kalibration des Detektors besteht darin, die Schwellen von allen

Pixeln auf einen einheitlichen Wert abzugleichen. Die Schwellenverteilung des Detektors ist

42 Elektronen. Die individuelle Reaktion jedes Pixels auf Röntgen Photonen wurde durch eine

Flatfield-Kalibration ausgeglichen. Ein Algorithmus für die Verzerrungskorrektur von CCD

Detektoren wurde angepasst, um die Daten des PILATUS IM Detektors korrigieren zu können.

Die Bilder des Detektors sind durch den Einfluss von drei Faktoren verzerrt. Erstens führen

die Absorptionseigenschaften von Silizium zu einem Parallaxefehler von einem Bruchteil eines

Pixels. Zweitens verursacht die modulare Architektur Ungenauigkeiten in der Positionierung
der einzelnen Module. Die Module sind um 6° verkippt und überlappen sich, um die tote Fläche

zwischen ihnen zu reduzieren. Eine dritter Korrekturschritt berücksichtigt diese Architektur und

projiziert die Daten auf eine virtuelle Fläche.

Der Prototyp-Detektor leidet unter einer relativ grossen Zahl von toten oder unzuverlässig
zählenden Pixeln. Hs wurden zwei Verfahren entwickelt, um diese Anzahl an defekten Pixeln zu

reduzieren. Durch ihre Anwendung konnten Protein-Kristallographische Experimente durch¬

geführt werden. Konventionelle Datensätze wurden an der Protein Kristallographie Strahllinie

X06SA an der Synchrotron Lichtquelle Schweiz aufgenommen. Die Daten wurden ausge¬

wertet und eine Elektronendichteverteilung errechnet. Die Ergebnisse wurden mit der Leistung
eines CCD Detektors verglichen: Der Pixel Detektor ist bezüglich der Auslesegeschwindigkeit

überlegen weist aber wegen eines Fehlers des digitalen Zählers höhere Zuverlässigkeits-Fak¬
toren (R-Faktoren) auf. Auf Grund der schnellen Auslesezeit und der rauschfreien Auslese

konnten Datensätze mit höherer ^-Auflösung in einem kontinuierlichem Datenerfassungs-Mo¬
dus aufgenommen werden. Mit der Analyse der Daten konnten die theoretisch vorhergesagten
Vorteile dieser Technik verifiziert werden.

Eine deutliche Verbesserung der Datenqualität in Protein kristallographischen Experimenten
ist zu erwarten, wenn die Defekte dieses Prototyp Detektors behoben sind. Kleine anomale

Intensitätsdifferenzen, die wichtig bei der Phasierung in MAD (multiple-wavelength anomalous

Dispersion) oder SAD (single-wavelength anomalous Dispersion) Experimenten sind, werden

dann mit einer höheren Genauigkeit gemessen. Durch den Einsatz eines Hybrid Pixel Detektors

in diesen Experimenten könnten deshalb mehr Proteinstrukturen als bisher gelöst werden.
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Chapter 2

Introduction

One of the most outstanding projects in biology was to resolve the code of the human DNA.

This project could be successfully finished in the year 2003. The DNA code defines the primary
structure of proteins —- the sequences of the amino acid chains. This chain is the backbone of a

protein and coils up in a unique three dimensional structure, which is defined by the amino acid

chain and the environmental conditions around the protein [1].

The properties of proteins — defining their special functionality — are ruled by the three

dimensional structure. The main technique to resolve this three dimensional structure down to

atomic resolution is X-ray crystallography. By using this technique the structures of thousands

of proteins, viruses and nucleic acids have been solved [2]. The importance of X-ray crys¬

tallography cannot be underestimated. The knowledge of the three dimensional structure is of

great importance for the design of drugs in pharmaceutical medicine. A prominent example is

the small HIV-1 protease. Its function is to cut the HIV polyprotein into individual proteins
to form the mature virus, which can then infect a new cell. The structure of this protein was

solved within one year |3, 4J. Small molecule inhibitors have been designed to bind tightly to

the protease. The HIV virus is destroyed because it is unable to mature into its infectious form.

A practical protein crystallographic experiment consists of an X-ray source, a protein crystal
and an imaging detector. The X-ray source has developed from small laboratory X-ray tubes

to large synchrotrons during the last five decades. The brilliance of X-ray sources has been

increased by several orders of magnitude. The growth of protein crystals for X-ray experiments
is still a challenging task in biochemistry. Modern X-ray detectors fit most of the requirements
for protein crystallography. Image plate scanners are currently the most widely used detectors

because of their large size, high sensitivity and high dynamic range [5]. At high intensity

synchrotron facilities large area charge-coupled device X-ray detectors (hereafter called CCDs)

arc more popular in view of their faster read-out times. Still, these detectors do not take full

advantage of the brilliance of 3rd generation synchrotrons. Furthermore detector noise is always

added to the data.

In parallel with the design of the Protein Crystallography beamline X06SA of the Swiss

Light Source (SLS) the building blocks for an X-ray pixel detector were developed. The con¬

struction of the first large area hybrid pixel detector, the PILATUS IM detector, was finished in

fall 2003. Since then the detector was calibrated and its performance was investigated. 'PILA¬

TUS IM' is an acronym for 'Pixel Apparatus for the Swiss Light Source, 1 million pixels'. The

name is taken from Mt. Pilatus, located in central Switzerland.
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This detector was especially designed for protein crystallography experiments at the SLS

at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Villigen, Switzerland. The task was to overcome the

limitations of currently available detectors: the demand for faster, higher quality detectors is

increasing with the availability of high brilliance synchrotrons. Macromolecular beamlines of

these facilities are overbooked by several times because of the rising number of experiments
done both in fundamental science and in pharmaceutical industry. In fundamental science the

functionality of important proteins is investigated. Industrial research deals mainly with proteins

which are potential targets for drugs.
The fundamental developments of the new detector generation lie in the domain of High

Energy Physics. For the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN1 two detectors are being built

[6, 7]. The central parts of these detectors are two dimensional hybrid pixel detectors which

have to track the paths of millions of particles per second. One of these central detectors for the

Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector is currently in development at PSI. Therefore both the

know-how and the technological means needed to build these types of detectors are available

at PSI, which enabled the construction of the PILATUS IM detector as a spin off project of the

international CMS project.

2.1 Introduction to Protein Crystallography

Protein X-ray crystallography is an imaging method that can resolve the three dimensional

structure of molecules down to atomic resolution [8]. An example is the protein thaumatin

shown in Figure 2.1. The size of macromolecules can be very large. For example, the structure

of the rhinovirus, the causative agent of the common cold, has been solved. This virus has a

molecular weight of 8.5 10fi Daltons2 [9-11]. Since the first protein structure solved with X-ray

crystallography (myoglobin, 1958) the instrumentation and computer methods of structure de¬

termination and refinement have been continually improved. Today the structure determination

from well diffracting crystals can be done routinely.
The principle of structure determination is shown in Figure 2.2a. An object scatters light,

which represents a transformation from the real space into the so called reciprocal space. An

objective lens can perform a back-transformation and by an eyepiece lens the observer sees

a virtually magnified image of the object. The resolution of a microscope is limited by the

wavelength of the used light. Visible light has a wavelength of 4000 to 7000 À. For resolving
the structure down to atomic precision ( l Â) X-ray light with a wavelength of 0.1 to 100 Â is

needed.

The refractive index for lenses depends on the wavelength and, as there are no effective

lenses for X-rays, the indirect method shown in Figure 2.2b is used. With a calculated back-

transformation from the diffraction pattern, a real space image of the object is obtained.

In a crystal the atoms are well ordered in a crystal lattice (Fig. 2.3). The lattice is a regular

repetition of a fundamental unit cell which consists of one or more macromolecules. Every unit

'Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire (European Organization for Nuclear Research), Geneva,

Switzerland

2The unit Dalton is the immediate predecessor of the atomic mass unit u (1 u ft; 1.66053886 10 _27kg) which

is defined as 1/12 of the mass of an atom of 12C.
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Figure 2.1: The three dimensional structure of the protein thaumatin. The thin lines show the

bonds between the individual atoms and the thick line follows the amino acid chain backbone

schematically. This protein is used in food industry (sweetener) and in pharmaceutical industry

(taste masker) because it is rated as being 2000 to 10000 times sweeter than sucrose.
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Figure 2.2: Light Microscope and X-ray crystallography a) Scattered visible light of an object

is magnified by two lenses with magnification m and n The observer can view the enlarged

image with magnification mn b) Scattered X-rays of the electrons around atoms in a pro¬

tein crystal are not reassembled by a lens but directly imaged by a detector With the help of

computers the crystallographer can calculate the positions of the atoms in the protein (Fourier

synthesis), represented by regions of high electron density
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cell can be reached by a vector Rn, which is defined as

Rn = ?i]ä] + n202 + n^a,i , (2.1)

where «i, «2 and % are the lattice vectors, and ri\, n2 and nA are integer numbers. A lattice

has a characteristic symmetry which is defined by symmetry operators and can be assigned to

one of seven crystal systems. The position of lattice points of the unit cell define 14 possible

space lattices (Bravais lattices), which were first listed by A. Bravais in 1850. Combinations

of simple rotation or inversion axes lead to 32 point groups which are compatible with the

periodic nature of a crystal. The combination of the 14 Bravais lattices and the 32 point groups

define 73 space groups. By considering screw axes and mirror planes as additional symmetry

operators one obtains the 230 possible space groups, derived by mathematicians Fedorov ( 1890)

and Schoenflics (1891) [12, 13]. Within a lattice, families of planes with a regular spacing d

can be defined by the Miller indices (/;,, k, I). The plane closest to the origin intersects with the

lattice axes (a,, a2,0.3) at (d\ /h. a>2/k, a^/l).
A qualitative method for obtaining the condition and direction for diffraction from a crystal

was introduced by W.L. Bragg. The incident wavevector k diffracts at crystal planes of one

family, shown in Figure 2.4. The scattering angle 9 leads to a difference in 'path' between the

waves scattered in D and B. From the Figure it can be derived that this difference is equal to

AB + BC = 2d sin 9. The two waves combine themselves with positive interference if the path
difference is a multiple of the wavelength A, which gives the Bragg equation

2dsin0 = «A. (2.2)

For a = 1, 2,... one obtains reflections with indices [h. k71) of first order second order, etc. The

beam is diffracted by the angle of 29 (Fig. 2.4). Equation 2.2 can be simplified to

2-sin (9 = 2^ sin 61 = A, (2.3)
n

where d' can be interpreted as interplanar spacing of a lattice plane family with indices (/;' =

nh, k' — nk, I' — n,l). The maximum resolution obtained in a diffraction experiment can be

derived by rewriting equation 2.3 to

<ï = ö-^ä
' (2A)

2 sin 9

To resolve small structures, which is equivalent to recording reflections diffracted from planes
with small interplanar spacing, a small wavelength is required and a large angular range must

be covered by a detector. Reflections belonging to the low resolution are diffracted close to

the incident X-ray beam direction. To obtain atomic resolution of 1 Â one can use X-rays with

A = 1 Â and reflections must be recorded at 20 < 60° from the primary beam direction (Eq. 2.4:

sin 0 = 0.5 with d = A = 1 Â).

Electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength A stimulates the electrons of an atom to oscil¬

late and re-emit photons in all directions. The incident radiation wavevector k has an amplitude

|A;| = 27t/A. Scattering of atoms is observed along the direction k' with a phase difference (p.

For elastic scattering the amplitude of \k'\ equals the amplitude of \k\. The wavevector transfer
—*

Q is defined as

Q = k'-k. (2.5)
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Figure 2 3 A protein crystal is formed by the fundamental unit cell which is repeated in a

regular lattice The fundamental unit cell is built by one or more macromolecules The lattice

(here shown only in two dimensions) is defined by the unit cell vectors a\ and a2

Figure 2 4 a) Reflection of an incident wave k from two lattice planes belonging to the family

(h,k, I) with a interplanar spacing d b) The scattered wavevector k' ends at a position on a

circle with radius \k\ depending on the scattering angle 20
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Figure 2.4 shows this scattering triangle; any wavevector k' terminates on a sphere of radius \k\.
The magnitude of the scattering vector Q is related to the scattering angle 0 by

|Q|=(y)sin0. (2.6)

Scattering of a molecule is the sum of scattering events of all atoms of this molecule in

the unit cell. The distribution of electrons is described by the electron density of the unit cell

pc(xyz). The periodic repetition of the lattice in one dimension can be translated to the elec¬

tron density by pr(x) = pr(x + n^ä\). All contributions of the lattice can be described as an

expansion into a Fourier series

p(;x) = YJPne2*l{n'la{)x , (2.7)
n

which is invariant against translation of a lattice vector xn — n\d\. The corresponding expan¬

sion in three dimensions is

p(f) = EPö^^ (2-8)

a

where the vector G has to meet the following conditions so that the invariance against translation

symmetry of all lattice vectors Rn (Eq. 2.1) is fulfilled:

G-Rn = 2wrn
,

(2.9)

with an integer number m for all values of 1/-1, n2l n3. The vector G can be factored, analogous

toÄn(Eq.2.1),
Ghkl = ha\ + ka!2 + liÜA ,

(2.10)

with integer numbers h, k, I. The condition 2.9 defines the basis vectors a\, a*2, a% of the recip¬
rocal lattice (Fig. 2.5a) which must fulfill ûjO* = 27r5y3. The lattice points are described by the

numbers /?,, k, I which are equivalent to the Miller indices defining the real lattice planes.

The amplitude of scattered waves is the integral over the scattering volume, i.e. all atoms in

the crystal and can be written as

/loc [ pi^é^-^d'r . (2.11)
Js

With the Fourier expansion for p(r) (Eq. 2.8) and equation 2.5 we get

A oc /'J2 Po^tr^'^fr (2.12)
' "

G

oc Y, Pg /,e':(^'^r (2-13)

3The Kronecker delta is defined so that <5y — 1 if i — j and is otherwise zero.
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For crystals with many unit cells the integral is equal to zero for most scattering vectors Q, but

for G — Q the integral is equal to the volume of the crystal. This is known as the Laue condition

Q = G. (2.14)

Figure 2.5b visualizes the Laue condition by superposing the definition of the scattering vector

Q (Fig. 2.4b) with the reciprocal lattice (Fig. 2.5a). Diffraction occurs if a reciprocal lattice

point is on the so called Ewald sphere and the Figure illustrates that only few points fulfill

the Laue condition. By rotating the crystal, which is identical to the rotation of the reciprocal

lattice about the origin, other reciprocal lattice points cross the Ewald sphere. The limiting

sphere, defined by the X-ray wavelength, surrounds all points where diffraction is possible.
The diffraction condition 2.14 defines where reflections occur. The intensity of a particular

reflection (/;, k, l) can be calculated from the structure factor [12]

N

Fhkl = Y îfom (Q) èim{hl jlk,J>+,Zj ] (2.15)

7 = 1

The sum is taken over the electrons of N atoms in the unit cell. Atom j is at position Rn + rn

where Rn is the lattice vector and r, is the position of the j'th atom in the unit cell. The elec¬

tronic structure of this atom is described by the atomic form factor ff"m(Q). The magnitude

of this factor is proportional to the number of electrons or the atomic number Z of an atom and

depends on the magnitude of the scattering vector Q [12].

The unit cell structure factor is a complex number with amplitude |Fhkl| and a phase ^hkl. In

Figure 2.6 an example is drawn in the Gauss plane, showing how the amplitude and the phase
are built up in a unit cell with five atoms: each atom j contributes to the sum of equation 2.15

with its atomic form factor /j*tom and phase a, to the resulting structure factor.

With the unit cell factors the electron density p(xyz) at point xyz can be calculated by a

Fourier transform:

p(xyz) = - J2 E E |Fhki| cos[27r(/w + ky + Iz) - y?hki] (2.16)
^

h k l

The volume V of the unit cell is defined by the unit cell vectors («i, a2, aA).

Reflections by a crystal can be measured by placing a detector at the positions defined by the

Ewald construction. The measured intensity is, in the kinematic approximation, proportional

t° l-^hkil2- As the phases are not measured directly, several methods have been developed to

obtain the phases of the structure factor [8, 12]. These methods rely on the fact that the atomic

form factor (see above) depends on the number of electrons of the atom: heavy atoms scatter

more strongly than small atoms. Mercury (Z — SO), for example, scatters 178 times better than

carbon (Z = 6). The unit cell structure factor is thus influenced by the scattering of the heavy

atom (Fig. 2.6). The most commonly used method is multiple isomorphous replacement (MIR)

[8], where in addition to a 'native' measurement, data from at least two different 'heavy atom

derivative' crystals are obtained. The intensity differences caused by the heavy atoms are used to

determine the required phase information. Another approach is multiple wavelength anomalous

dispersion (MAD) [8, 14] or single wavelength anomalous dispersion (SAD) [15]. Anomalous

scattering of the heavy atoms, leads to a phase shift of the diffracted wave vector. This effect
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Figure 2.5 The reciprocal lattice and the Ewald sphere in 2 dimensions a) The reciprocal
lattice is defined by the reciprocal lattice vectors (a*, a2) The point (//, k) can be reached by the

—* —*

vector C?hk b) The incident wavevector k ends on the origin of the reciprocal lattice and defines

the Ewald sphere Scattering occurs in the direction of k' it the vector Ghk i& coincident with

the scattering vector Q. This Laue condition is equivalent to the demand that a reciprocal lattice

point lies on the Ewald sphere By rotating the crystal, i.e rotation of the ieciprocal lattice, all

points of the reciprocal lattice can cross the Fwald sphere which are inside the limiting sphere
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depends on the X-ray wavelength and is used to break Fricdel's law: from equation 2.15 it

follows that usually the intensity |F|2 of the reflection pair (/t, k, I) and (h, k~l) are equal. By

adjusting the wavelength of the photons the intensities of specific Fricdel-pair reflections are

different and the phases can be calculated. For these three techniques the positions of the

heavy atoms or the anomalous scatterers must be found first and subsequently the phases are

determinated.

The resulting electron density map is used to create an initial atomic structure model. Start¬

ing from this model the experimental diffraction phases are modified and a new map is calcu¬

lated using model derived phase information. This process is repeated until convergence of the

phases is reached. Then the atomic model is refined against the measured data. The knowledge

of the amino acid sequence and the principle geometrical construction of a protein, i.e. the form

of bond angles, distances, torsional bond potentials and van der Waal forces, lead to constraints

of the atomic position r, in equation 2.15 and limit the free parameters in the refinement. Finally
structure factors can be calculated from the electron density map of the Fourier back transfor¬

mation. This allows the comparison of the measured structure factors \F^\ with the calculated

structure factors |F^i'|, based on the best atomic model built from the experimental electron

density map.

The reliability factor or R-factor is summed over all structure factors and can be written as

^*
rryst

—

sp 11 P"bs I

Z^hkl Khkl I
I F^'il
Khkl

^hkl
t TT'obsl

l^hkl I

(2.17)

Typical values for the R-factor range from 0.13 to 0.30. In an experiment where reflections

have been collected up to 2 Â resolution an R-factor below 0.2 is usually expected in well

determinated structures.

imaginary axis

/^o^

r"""1*" ~UT^

f3\

Fhk\

f2/
tphkl

U
"Tai

/\a2

real axis

Figure 2.6: The unit cell structure factor Fhk[ drawn in the Gauss plane. The unit cell contains

5 atoms with the atomic structure factors /,. a,;.
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In addition to Bragg reflections X-ray diffraction inevitably generates diffuse background

scattering. The background is a sum of the following effects:

• Inelastic scattering

• Solvent scattering in the protein crystal

• Lattice defects

• Random or correlated motions of the molecules

• Scattering of the crystal's support medium

Both the intensity of the Bragg reflections and the background is reduced by air scattering,
which also adds to the background. Furthermore, the intensity per area of background falls off

by 1/r2, whereas the intensity of the Bragg reflection is constant in this respect, if the primary

X-ray beam is parallel. In order to measure the intensity of the reflections as accurately as

possible the background can be reduced by increasing the crystal to detector distance.

2.2 The Ideal Detector

From the previous chapter the properties of an ideal imaging device for X-ray crystallography
can be extracted. The ideal detector is a guideline for detector developments: some properties
of detectors can be improved while compromising on others.

The requirements of protein crystallography can be summarized as follows: the position of

all diffracted reflections of a crystal and their integrated intensities must be measured with high

precision. This leads to the following characteristics of an ideal detector:

• Detective quantum efficiency (DQE): the DQE is a measure of the overall system effi-

ciency and is defined as DQE = "„ °j", where SNR is the signal to noise ratio. For the

best measurement all incident photons must be detected without intrinsic detector noise.

In other words the detector must have a detective quantum efficiency of unity (DQE = 1 ).

• Dynamic range: reflections can have a very high or extremely weak intensity. To achieve

good statistics for the weak reflections, long exposures are required. Improved measure¬

ments of weak reflections extent the data to higher structure resolution. To be able to

collect the high intensity reflections as well, a dynamic range of 3-5 orders of magnitude
is desired.

• Active area: reflections occur in all possible directions around the sample crystal. How¬

ever, by rotating the crystal for a certain angular range, which depends on its symmetry,

all reflections could be measured by covering a half-sphere with the detector. In practice
an area detector should cover a typically 20 range of ±60u. A large sample to detector

distance thus requires a large detector area.

• Spatial resolution: Depending on the unit cell dimensions of the crystal, reflections can be

very close together. The spatial resolution must guarantee more than one pixel between

two individual reflections. Therefore the detector must provide enough pixels in the ac¬

tive area. The spatial resolution and the active area of the detector depend on each other.

For detectors with big pixels the distance to the sample must be increased, requiring a
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large area. Smaller sized detectors demand small pixels.
To resolve the profile of a reflection a certain spatial resolution is required. If the diver¬

gence of the X-ray beam and its size is small, even large detectors at large distances need

relatively small pixels.

• Readout speed: high intensity synchrotron sources require short exposure times in the

order of a second. To minimize the experimental time it is therefore important that the

read-out of the images is in the same order as the exposure time. If the angular rotation

increment is decreased (fine (/»-slicing) this becomes even more essential and a rapid
read-out time of a few milliseconds is required.

• Efficiency dependence on the wavelength, A, of the X-rays: for MAD and SAD experi¬
ments A is varied. This technique becomes increasingly important for the phase determi¬

nation since synchrotron light can be easily tuned to a certain wavelength. Typically A

is varied between 0.8 and 1.7 Â. Ideally the response of the detector is not depending on

these changes.

• Uniformity of X-ray response and spatial calibration: every imaging detector must be

calibrated for the variation of the individual pixel response and for spatial distortions of

the image. The performed corrections should be easy to calculate and must have long
term stability.

• Development, production and cost: with an infinite budget and time a nearly ideal de¬

tector is imaginable. But a real detector must be developed in a suitable time and at an

acceptable price. The production of such a device should be possible in larger quantity
and the cost should be scaled to the cost of providing the photons.

Currently the read-out time is the largest limitation of detectors for protein crystallography.
Furthermore, the long read-out time and read-out noise prohibit fine 0—sliced experiments, as

investigated in section 5.3.

2.3 CCDs and Hybrid Pixel Area Detectors

With recent developments of hybrid pixel array detectors (PADs) a new type of X-ray detector

is added to the existing group of large area X-ray detectors — a modular silicon detector with

single photon counting electronics. Although there were pixel array detectors developed with

integrating electronics (so called APADs) [16, 17], PADs reported in this work refer only to

single photon counting devices. In addition several other large area detectors are under devel¬

opment, for example the monolithic amorphous silicon flat panel detector from Marresearch

(Marresearch GmbH, Norderstedt, Germany) and the MEDIPIX-project [5, 18, 19]. Many dif¬

ferent realizations of CCD detector systems have been investigated [20, 21] and there is a lot of

effort put into the improvement of this type of detector.

In this section a comparison between the most popular X-ray detector— the CCD detectors

— and hybrid pixel detectors is given. The basic building blocks of these detectors will be

explained and the major properties will be discussed.
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2.3.1 Large Area CCD Detectors

A CCD detector consists of the modular building blocks shown in Figure 2.7. The large phos¬

phor screen converts X-ray photons to visible/TR light. An optical clement is needed to focus

the image onto the smaller charge coupled device (CCD chip). The chip itself integrates the

signal and is read-out after each exposure. An amplifier and an analog to digital converter

(ADC) are needed at the end of the electro-optical chain. Each component of a CCD detector

must be carefully chosen to fit the particular experimental needs. This leads to a wide variety of

different devices, which have been intensively discussed in [22], As only detectors for protein

crystallography will be discussed here, a particular CCD type is specified for the comparison:
the fiber optical coupled CCD detector. It consists of the following five elements:

• Phosphor screen

• Coupling element, i.e. a fiber optic taper

• Charge Coupled Device (CCD chip)

• Amplifier

• Analog to digital converter (ADC)

Phosphor Screens

The first step of the signal processing chain in imaging detectors is the conversion of the X-

ray photons in defined quanta which can be guided and stored by the later components. As

CCD chips are specified for photons in the visible/IR wavelength range, the short wavelength

photons of X-rays have to be converted into visible or IR light. To shift the wavelength of

photons, luminescent materials can be used. The luminescent arises from transitions of different

energy levels of the main doping material in the screen. These materials are called 'Phosphors'.
The most common phosphor is Gd202S : Tb. The luminescent element Tb+3 emits photons

mainly in the green (:,D,| -7 F,j transition) and in the blue ("JD3 -7 Fj transition). This material

is available as powders with a certain particle size which is bound with a binder material onto

an X-ray transparent window (Fig. 2.8). The window must protect the phosphor against water

vapor and visible light by means of a thin aluminum foil (aluminized Mylar). To rapidly record

series of images, the photo-luminescence should decay rapidly. Typically the intensity of the

emitted light drops down by 3 orders of magnitude within 0.1s [22]. This leads to a nonlinearity
of the output signal as some atoms are not recovered in their ground state when new X-ray

photons arrive in the sensor.

The stopping power of a phosphor increases with the thickness of the screen. To define

the thickness two points have to be considered (Fig. 2.8). A thick sensor converts most of the

penetrating X-rays but the luminescent light cannot escape the screen easily. The efficiency
of the phosphor is defined by the fraction of the emitted light for each stopped X-ray. The

best phosphor offers an energy efficiency of 15-20 % (Gd202S : Tb and ZnS : Ag ). It is

unlikely to find a substantially better phosphor than ZnS : Ag [22]. The luminescent photons
are emitted 360° from the conversion point. These photons can travel laterally in the phosphor
until they are redirected by other particles. This spread of the luminescent light defines the

spatial resolution of the screen. As this lateral spreading increases with the thickness of the
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3-ffl^- 5

Figure 2.7: Building blocks of a CCD detector: X-rays are converted to visible light in a

phosphor screen (1). The image is focused (2) to the smaller CCD chip (3) where the light is

converted to charge in each pixel. During read-out this charge is shifted out and is amplified

(4) and finally converted to a digital number (5).

Aluminized Mylar

Phosphor

Figure 2.8: Schematic cross section through a phosphor screen filled with small particles ('Phos¬

phors') which convert X-rays to visible light photons. These photons follow ballistic trajecto¬
ries in the particles.
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phosphor it works directly against the demand for higher X-ray stopping power. The spread

of light is characterized by the difference between the incident X-ray and the visible/IR image.
The distribution of the output signal for a point input signal is defined by the normalized point

spread function (PSF).

fX
— +00 f11=\OQ /"OU

1=/ / PSF(x.y)dxdy = 2TT VSF(r)dr, (2.18)
Jr=-oo Jy=—oo .70

If the PSF is translational invariant across the phosphor screen, the output response of a diffrac¬

tion pattern h(x, y) is the convolution of the input image g(x, y) with the PSF:

h(x,y)=PSF(,;U)*g(x,y). (2.19)

Tate et al. have measured the PSF for a 30 /tin thick Gd202S : Tb phosphor screen [23]. The

results of their measurement show that the short-range PSF drops rather rapidly, giving a very

small width (FWHM — 80/mi). On the other hand the long-range PSF, with low intensity, can

spread over several pixels (full width at Viooo maximum = 450/mi).

Fiber Optic Taper

To focus the output image of the phosphor screen onto the CCD chip, fused fiber optic tapers

are very efficient. They consist of many glass-fiber light guides with a diameter of 3 to 25 /mi.

The fiber bundle is melted and stretched to create a typical demagnification. A fiber optic

taper introduces a spatial distortion due to the melting and stretching steps. The efficiencies

of the tapers are related to their magnification (sec Table 2.1). A large detector area of e.g.

180 x 180 mm2 requires a magnification of 0.03 because CCDs larger than 30 x 30 mm2 are

difficult to obtain. Therefore multi-taper arrays focus the image to several CCD chips. For the

given example a 3 x 3 taper matrix would lead to a magnification of 0.25. Between the tapers

is a small area which is either empty or shows different properties than the core of the taper.

Magnification Fiber optic taper efficiency (%)

1 75

0.5 20

0.3 13

0.25 9

Table 2.1: Efficiency of fiber optic tapers depend on the magnification [22].

CCD Chip

On the small end of the fiber optic taper the light is directed onto the CCD chip. Large area

CCD chips without defects demand a high quality fabrication and are expensive. Today, a

silicon chip is monolithically fabricated and consists of discrete columns, separated by potential
barriers (Fig. 2.9). The surface is insulated by a silicon dioxide or silicon nitride layer and is

overlaid with rows of clocking gates perpendicular to the columns. The pixels are thus separated

by the potential barriers between the columns and by an external voltage within one column.
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Photons generate a charge in the depletion region buried in the chip. After the exposure phase
the accumulated charge is shifted down the columns by clocking the gates to the analog output

shift register. There the charge packets are shifted out after each column clock along the row to

an amplifier.

In modern chips the amplifier is directly fabricated on the chip itself. As the amplifier senses

only the capacitance of the last pixel, the noise of the amplifier is very low. Scientific CDD chips
can have noise levels as low as 10 electrons per pixel (marccd225, Mar USA, Inc., Evanston,

USA). The analog signal of the amplifier is finally converted with an ADC and then transferred

to a computer storage device. The efficiency of a CCD chip is limited by the number of photons

stopped in the polysilicon layers of the device. Silicon is fully transparent in the infrared but

less than 30 % at 550 nm and less than 10 % at 450 nm (blue) of the light photons reach the

photosensitive bulk of the chip. A way to improve this situation is to reduce the path length
of the photons in the polysilicon by illuminating the chip from the back side. This requires

thinning the device down to a few micrometers (~ 10 /mi). But as this process reduces the

yield of the fabrication, the price of the chip would be further increased.

The read-out time of the CCD depends on several factors. First, the charge needs time to

travel along the columns and rows to the amplifier. Second, the precision of the ADC conver¬

sion scales with the time needed for this process. Third, the digital number is transferred to a

computer disk. The speed of this read-out sequence can be increased by dividing the chip into

several regions with more outputs. During the read-out phase the CCD chip must be protected
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Figure 2.9: Pixels of a CCD chip are separated by implanted potential barriers and by overlaid

electrodes. Photons are converted into charge in each pixel. By changing the voltage on the c/>
electrodes (column shift), the integrated charge in the image sections is shifted out to the output

shift register. With the row shift electrodes the shift register is read-out.
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from further exposure with a mechanical shutter. After all charge is shifted out of the chip a

new exposure can be started. For setups optimized to a high framing rate, the decay time of the

phosphor screen must be taken into account, as discussed in section 2.3.1.

Efficiency of a CCD Detector System

The total signal from a CCD detector is the sum of all efficiencies of all relays in the signal

chain:

N> - Ex/EpCPCFQccn • (2.20)

where N, is the number of electrons collected in the CCD pixel, Er the X-ray photon energy,

Ep the energy of the emitted light photons of the phosphor screen, GF and Cp the efficiencies

of the phosphor and the fiber optic taper and Qocn the quantum efficiency of the CCD chip.
Some numbers illustrate the equation. Good phosphors like Gd202S : Tb convert about 15 %

of the X-ray photon energy to visible light. But many of the photons are emitted into the wrong

direction and only about 10 % reach the fiber optic taper. This means that for one penetrating

X-ray photon of 12 keV and an energy of the emitted light photons of 2.5 cV (500 nm) 480

light photons enter the fiber. With a demagnification of 0.25, Cp is 9 % (Table 2.1) and a

typical value for Qccd 1S 30 %. The total number of electrons, Ns, for one event is therefore

12000 / 2.5 x 0.1 x 0.09 x 0.3 = 13. With a noise of 10 electrons, the signal to noise ratio

S/N » 1.3.

2.3.2 Hybrid Pixel Array Detectors

A hybrid pixel detector consists only of two elements (Fig. 2.10):

• Semiconductor sensor

• ASIC CMOS chip

A semiconductor sensor is directly connected to the CMOS chip, which eliminates the efficiency

loss of the optical element but also couples the size of the read-out electronics with the pixel
size of the sensor. This has been a major drawback for pixel detectors, but with the modern

CMOS technology very small pixels can be designed. Each pixel contains an amplifier and the

signal storage part. One key point of this architecture is the inter-connection technology: bump

bonding has been developed in the early times of the electronic industry, but only recently

the dimensions of the bump balls became small enough to be useful for the imaging devices

discussed here.

Figure 2.10: Building blocks of a hybrid pixel area detector: The semiconductor sensor (1)

converts X-rays to charge which is transferred via small balls to the corresponding pixels of the

CMOS chips (2). The pixel electronics comprises of an amplifier, a comparator and a digital
counter.
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Semiconductor Sensors

In a PAD the signal of impinging photons is directly converted into charge in the semiconductor

sensor. For the discussion a summary of the physics of X-ray conversion in semiconductors,

which is described in many publications (e.g. [24, 25]), is given first.

The energy of X-ray photons is absorbed by the bound electrons of the atoms of the semi¬

conductor crystal due to the photo-electric effect. These photo-electrons create electron-hole

pairs in the semiconductor. The number of these pairs, Neh, is determined by the ionization

energy Eion of the semiconductor and the photon energy Epll as

Nlih - Eph/Ekm ,
(2.21)

with the empirical equation from Klein [26, 27]

Ekm = 2.97 Egsp + 0.87
. (2.22)

The band gaps Egap for several semiconductors are listed in Table 2.2. The measured value,

however, differs slightly from Klein's equation. E,on for silicon has been measured between

3.62 and 3.65 eV. The radius of the resulting charge cloud is very small and can be approxi¬
mated by

R = 0.090 p"08^1-3 for E < 10 keV

R = 0.045 p~[)S) E1-7 for E > 10 keV
,

(2.23)

where R, in micrometers, is the radius of the material where the electron transmission is reduced

to 1 %, E is the electron energy in keV and p is the material density in g/cm3 [28]. 12 kcV

X-rays for example give a R of 1.2 /mi in silicon. The charge needs to be separated by an

electric field, because otherwise the holes and electrons would quickly recombine. This can be

done by applying a reversed bias voltage to a semiconductor diode.

Detector diodes consist of n- and p-doped regions; n-type semiconductors have free elec¬

trons as charge carriers with holes fixed in the crystal lattice and p-type semiconductors vice

versa. Once these two materials are in contact with each other, free electrons and holes diffuse

through the p-n junction into their counterparts and an excess of negative charge will be created

in the p region and an excess of positive charge in the n region. This creates an electric field

that counteracts the diffusion. The electric field also sweeps away any mobile charge carriers

(electrons and holes) in the region around the boundary, so that a space-charge region is ob¬

tained — the depletion region — in which the excess nuclear charge of the doping atoms is not

neutralized by the movable carriers. In the equilibrium the strength of the electric field is Vo,

which is typically below 1 V for most materials.

For a reversed biased diode, the voltage across the junction will increase from the equilib¬

rium value V0 by the externally applied voltage Vbiast0 ^o+^'bias -The width of this space-charge

region is given by

x —
2f, (Na + Nd

\l V e NaNd
Vo\ + \ Vbiah | , (2.24)
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Figure 2.11 : Attenuation length for typical semiconductor sensors on a logarithmic scale, a) Si;

b) Ge; c) GaAs; d) CdTe. The discontinuous steps occur from absorption edges of the materials.

Material #gap [CV] Pe, (ih [cm2/Vs] pr [S2ciri]

Si 1.12 1450 450 > 10*

Ge 0.66 3900 1900 > 101

GaAs 1.42 8500 400 > 108

CdTe 1.56 1050 100 > 102

fr p [g/c-m3l /

11.9 2.33 14

16.0 5.32 32

13.1 5.32 31/33

10.2 8.65 48/52

Table 2.2: Electronic properties of semiconductors [25]: Energy band gap Egrip, mobility of

electrons p,P and holes //,/,, the resistivity pr, the dielectric constant er, the material density pr

and the atomic number Z. Figure 2.11 shows the attenuation lengths for this semiconductors.
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with e, being the semiconductor permittivity4, c. the elementary charge, and Na and Nd the

bulk concentrations of acceptor and donor dopants in the p- and »-type materials, respectively.

The concentrations of the dopants and their mobilities pR and ph. define the resistivity pr of the

material:

Pr
- (2.25)

eNnpe + e.Ndph

The mobility of electrons pe and holes ph in semiconductors and the resistivity at room tem¬

perature are listed in Table 2.2. The slower motion of the positive charge is a consequence of

its larger effective mass m*. In most p-n diodes one material is more heavily doped. If for

example the n-type material is dominant then N,i is much larger than Na. The external voltage

can be several orders of magnitude larger than the equilibrium voltage. The depletion width x

(equation 2.24) can thus be approximated with

2tsphpr\\,\zS . (2.26)

To create a thick space-charge region a material with high resistivity or high charge mobility

is needed. To fully deplete a 300 pm thick n-type silicon sensor with e.g. Vt,ias = 100 V, a

resistivity of ~ 9.5 Idkm is required. As this region is free of charge carriers it represents an

insulator between the two materials. The depletion capacitance per unit area of a p-n diode

(n-type material) can be derived from the equations 2.25 and 2.26:

C = (R= dA ÉL
(2.27)

dV dx dV

^l/ßkPr ^ \^7lJhPr)(2Vb^s) 5

es

ZphPrVbiw *

(2.28)

In the example above, the 300 pm thick diode with an area of 200 x 200 /mi2 has a capacitance
of 14 fF.

The electron-hole pairs, generated in the space-charge region by the irradiation of X-rays,

arc separated by the electric field and a photocurrent is generated. The number of absorbed

photons in the sensor depends on its density and thickness:

/„-/„ 1-e ^
,

(2.29)

with the mass attenuation coefficient p/p, the density p and the thickness x of the sensor. The

mass attenuation coefficient represents the fraction of incident photons interacting with the ma¬

terial. The coefficient is dominated by the photo-electric cross-section per atom and is propor¬

tional to Zn (n — 4..5) [29, 30]. Thus 'high Z materials' are potentially better materials for

X-ray sensors. The reciprocal of pjp is the attenuation length and defines the average distance

photons can travel in the sensor without interaction. In Figure 2.11 the attenuation length is

plotted as a function of the photon energy for several materials. The photons cannot excite the

electrons of the relevant atomic level below an absorption edge and thus the attenuation length

4The semiconductor permittivity is defined as the permittivity in vacuum eo = 8.85418 10
1Z
F/m times the

dielectric constante,., i.e. e„ = eoer.
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is high. However, when the photon energy is just sufficient to excite the electrons, then a large

increase in the absorption occurs, resulting in a decreased attenuation length.
To produce high resistivity and high quality sensors, high-purity semiconductor material

without imperfections is required. Silicon is the most widely available semiconductor which

meets this demand and is thus an excellent choice for X-ray sensors. The pixel structure is fab¬

ricated by photolithographically implanting p+-type material into weakly doped n-type sensor

material. A cross section of such a sensor is printed in Figure 2.12. Through the external volt¬

age Vbias the depletion region of the diodes is nearly as wide as the sensor itself. The top n4"

layer is insensitive to X-rays.
The photons enter the sensor from the aluminized n+-side and the photocurrent is collected

at the p+ electrode. The thickness of the n+ layer (typically a few micrometer) is therefore

limiting the efficiency of the sensor for low energy X-rays. The efficiency for different sensor

thicknesses is plotted in Figure 2.13. The effective thickness is approximately the width of the

depletion region. The consequence of a n-type sensor is that the positive charge carriers with

smaller mobility is collected.

The spatial resolution of a semiconductor sensor is almost completely defined by the size

of the pixel structure and the sensor thickness. For normal angles of incidence nearly all of the

charge from a point X-ray beam is collected in only one pixel. This leads to a virtually ideal

single pixel PSF. The position of reflections, which are recorded in a single pixel, can therefore

only be determined to a precision equal to the pixel size. But it is also possible that charge,

generated in one pixel, spreads to the neighboring pixel if the conversion point is near the pixel

boundary .
In this case charge spreads into several pixels and the position can be determined

with higher precision.
The charge collected at the p+ electrode of the sensor is transferred via an electric conductive

material to a preamplifier on a ASIC CMOS chip. The inter-connection technique used here,

called bump bonding, uses indium or solder balls as conducting material. It is possible to make

bump balls smaller then 20 /iin.
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V
bias

photo

Figure 2.12: Schematic cross section through a silicon pixel sensor. The pixel structure is

defined by the p+ implants. The pixel-diodes are over-depleted by the applied voltage Vbi3S.

Electron-hole pairs generated by X-ray photons follow the electric field lines E to the top

n+ layer and the p+ implant respectively. For better conduction the n+ layer is overlaid by a

thin aluminum layer. The signal /photo is collected from the p+ electrode of the pixel and is

proportional to the X-ray energy.
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Figure 2.13: Absorption capability for semiconductors, a) Si, the sensor thickness d is 300 pm

(line), 500 pm (dotted) and 700 /mi (dashed), b) Ge, d = 300 pm; c) GaAs, d = 300 /mi; d)

CdTe, d = 300 pm.
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Figure 2.14: Architecture of the CMOS chip (top) and of a single pixel (bottom). During an

exposure (EN= 1) no pixel is selected and all pixels are in counting mode. Charge from the

input pad is amplified. The event will be registered in the counter if the charge is above the

threshold of the comparator. After the exposure the pixels are selected, read-out to the output

pad (DOUT) with a clock signal (CLK) and are reset via DIN. The threshold is adjusted by a

global voltage and can be fine tuned by the DACs. Charge can also be fed into the amplifier by
an external calibration signal (CAL).
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CMOS Chip

The general scheme of the single photon counting circuit in the pixel is divided into an analog

part with an amplifier and a comparator and a digital part which is a digital counter (Fig. 2.14).

• The amplifier
In the amplifier incoming charge is converted and amplified to a voltage pulse. Using

equation 2.21 it can be calculated that one 6 keV X-ray photon produces 1667 electron-

hole pairs. This charge is integrated and converted to an output pulse of several millivolts.

• The comparator

As the amplitude of the amplifier output signal is proportional to the photon energy, a

comparator can set a lower and upper limit for the further processing of the signal.

• The digital counter

The output of the comparator(s) is a digital pulse which controls the clock of a digital
counter. Therefore, the chip is single photon counting. The input of the counter is gated

by a global enable signal (EN). After an exposure the counter content is read-out.

Through this architecture the noise of the amplifier, fluorescence background radiation and

leakage current of the sensor can be completely suppressed. The comparator is also necessary

to suppress signals coming from shared events: if the level for the threshold is exactly set to

half of the photon energy only the stronger part of a shared event will be seen from the counter.

Several studies show that charge sharing is not of major concern for single photon counting
detectors if the pixel size is not extremely small (e.g. ^ 50 x 50 pm2) [18, 31].

The integration time of the amplifier leads to a so called resolving time pt of the single

counting electronics, which leads to a counting rate limitation. All counting detectors have this

limitation and have one of three possible counting rate dependencies: linear, non-paralyzable

or paralyzable. The counting rate dependencies are shown in Figure 2.15 [30]. CCDs belong to

the non-paralyzable type with a very short pL (luminescent photon emission time): the event can

only be converted and integrated in the CCD chip, if not all atoms of a sensor pixel are exited.

The analog amplifier of a PAD paralyzes the pixel electronics for a time pf. Successor photons

arriving sooner than pt will be added to the previous signal (pile up). In this case the digital

counter sees only one single event. However, this can be compensated by a rate correction.

As the data is digitally stored in each pixel, the read-out sequence is simplified and the

read-out time is significantly reduced in respect to the read-out time of a CCD. All the data

of the pixels is transferred into an intermediate storage memory. Tf this is done in parallel for

all sub-units of the PAD the read-out time is only a few milliseconds. Within this time the

counter is switched from counting to read-out mode (Fig. 2.14) and is insensitive to X-rays.
Therefore no mechanical shutter is needed. The transfer of data from the intermediate memory

to a computer disk can be done during the next exposure.

Efficiency and Spatial Resolution of a PAD Detector System

The overall efficiency of a PAD is dominated by the stopping power of the sensor. The physi¬
cal properties of silicon demand a certain thickness of the sensor to stop most of the photons,

especially for higher photon energies. This limitation can only be abandoned by using different
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sensor materials like CdTe or Germanium. Thus intensive research work is being done to pro¬

duce such sensors of high quality. But today Ge-sensors need cooling to very low temperatures

to reduce their high leakage current, whereas detectors with silicon sensors can operate at room

temperature. The overall spatial resolution is dominated by the pixel size of the readout chip.

Semiconductor sensors can be produced with very small structures, but each pixel area on the

readout chip must contain the complete read-out electronics. Therefore the size is set by the

compactness of the electronic design. With modern processing technologies of CMOS chips
this limitation is more and more reduced.

p.

1.5

N-p,

2.0 2.5 3.0

Figure 2.15: Rate dependency of counting detectors. Because of the finite resolving time pt of

the detector, the observed counting rate n is lower than the true counting rate N. A paralyzable
detector counts all intervals which are longer than pt (dashed line); the maximum observed

counting rate is at N = 1/pt and is equal to nmax = 1/ept- A non-paralyzable (saturating)
detector is completely insensitive for a time pt after each observed event, then regains full

sensitivity; it approaches asymptotically the value nmax = l/pt for N = oo (dotted line). A

detector with p, = 0 would follow the straight line of an ideal detector (linear response).
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2.3.3 Performance of CCDs and PADs

The major difference between a CCD and a PAD is caused by the signal processing type: CCDs

are integrating devices whereas PADs discussed here are singlephoton counting devices. There¬

fore the two detector types behave differently in the following aspects:

• Noise, dark current and background radiation: Depending on the temperature, electronic

noise and dark current is present in the material of the sensor and the readout chip. A

CCD chip integrates all these components together with the true signal. The comparator

of a PAD suppresses these contributions. During read-out a CCD adds noise to the signal.
The digital read-out of a PAD provides a noise free transfer of the data and is therefore

superior to the CCD detector in this respect.

• Linearity: A PAD is more rate limited than a CDD because of its longer resolving time pL

(Fig. 2.15). However, this limitation can be compensated by a rate correction.

• Zingers are high intensity events coming from radioactive decay or cosmic radiation. In a

CCD the created charge in a pixel is proportional to the energy of the photons. Therefore

a zinger creates a very intense spot or line in the image. A PAD counts each event as one,

independent of its energy. Thus a zinger forms a point or a line in the image with intensity

equal to unity which normally causes it to vanish.

In general the performance of modern state-of-the-art CCD detectors and new PADs can be

compared according to the listing of the ideal detector in section 2.2.

• DQE: Only very few reliable measurements of the DQE of CCDs are reported. Typical
values range from 0.4 to 0.7. The DQE of a PAD is only limited by the sensor absorption

properties. The absorption efficiency of a 300 /7m silicon sensor is 0.98 for 8 keV ( 1.5 Â)

X-rays, near the ideal limit of 1.0, but decreases for higher X-ray energies (0.73 for

12 keV (1.0 Ä) X-rays). With the single photon counting mode for a PAD no detector

noise is added to the signal in contrast to a CCD.

• Dynamic range: The charge accumulation in a CCD chip saturates at ~ 4 • 1Ü5 electrons.

This corresponds to ~ 3 104 12 keV X-ray photons (Eq. 2.20). An extension by a factor

of 2 to 3 is desirable. The counter of a PAD is the largest part of the CMOS chip. Thus the

size of the counter scales with the pixel size. Fifteen bit counters, counting from zero to

215 — 32768, or even 20 bit counters (zero to 220 = 106 counts) can be designed. Without

read-out noise, images with short exposure times can be added together. Therefore the

dynamic range of a PAD can be greatly extended.

• Active area: A multi-taper CCD detector can have a size of ~ 325 x 325 mm2

(marccd325). A PAD is built from individual modules. Therefore its size scales with

the number of modules in the array. A size of 400 x 400 mm2 would be sufficient for

protein crystallographic experiments.

• Spatial resolution: The scattering of light in phosphors is the limiting factor for the reso¬

lution of a CCD. Although the resolution reported in the detector specifications are below

100 pm, it should not be forgotten that the value is usually taken from the FWHM of

the PSF. The spatial resolution of a PAD is limited by the pixel size of the readout chip,
which is dominated by the size of the digital counter. By reducing the size of the counter
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or making the design more compact using new technologies, pixel sizes as smaller as

50 x 50 /mi2 are achievable.

• Readout speed and framing time: The read-out time of a CCD depends on the operation
mode. Typically read-out times of a few seconds can be achieved. The framing time

(depending on the exposure time) is therefore still below 1 Hz. With only several milli¬

seconds read-out time, the framing time of a PAD is only limited by the exposure time and

the transfer time of the data from the detector to a permanent storage device (computer

disk). Frame repetitions of 10 Hz can be achieved. A higher framing rate needs an

advanced rapid data transfer system.

• Efficiency dependence on the wavelength: Both CCDs and PADs have a good response

over the commonly used wavelength range. The efficiency of a phosphor has a broad

maximum for most detector types in this energy range. The efficiency of a PAD depends
on the choice of the material for the sensor. Some semiconductors, however, have a strong

dependency on the efficiency in the desired wavelength range (Fig. 2.1 1). The attenuation

length of Germanium changes over one order of magnitude at 11 keV.

• Non-uniformity of response and spatial calibration: With a few adaptations, the calibra¬

tion techniques developed for CCDs can also be used for PADs. The major difference is

that distortions of PADs have different origins than those of CCDs. After calibration the

image corrections can be done automatically for both detector types.

• Cost: The most expensive parts in a CCD detector are the fiber optic tapers. The large
CCD chips are expensive because of the small numbers needed in industry. Therefore a

CCD is quite expensive for large active areas (in the order of ~ 1 k$/<;m2). The compo¬

nents of a PAD are the semiconductor sensor and the CMOS readout chip. The former

can either be cheap, because easy to obtain (Si) or expensive, because difficult to pro¬

duce (CdTe). The driving force of computer industry ensures that CMOS chips can be

bought at moderate costs in large quantities. However, hybrid pixel detectors are still in

development and not commercially available and thus no precise production costs can be

given.

To summarize, PADs have the potential to overcome physical limitations of currently avail¬

able detectors like CCDs. In Table 2.3 the properties of the two compared devices are listed.

The fist column corresponds to the properties of the first hybrid pixel area detector for protein

crystallography: the PILATUS IM detector. This detector will be described and analyzed in the

following chapters.
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PAD CCD

Active area (mm2) 243 x 210 225 x 225

Number of pixels 1120 x 967 3072 x 3072

Pixel size (/mi2) 217 x 217 73 x 73

Sensor material Si, 300 //m thick phosphors

Dynamic range (7/pixel) 215 60000 **

Resolving time pt (ns) — 600 (para.) ~0

Maximum counting rate (7/s/pixel) — 0.6 at 1.5 (dead time correction) unlimited

QE(c-/12kcV X-ray) 0.7 -0.7

QF(e-/8keV X-ray) - 1 -0.8

RMS read-out noise (e~/pixel) zero 10

Dark current (o~/s/pixel) zero <0.01

Point spread FWHM (pm) zero 100

Point spread FW1%M (pm) zero 300

Readout speed (ms) 5.9 2000

Framing rate (Hz) — 2 (prototype setup) < 1

Operating temperature (K) -298 208

Table 2.3: Specifications of a PAD (PILATUS IM detector) and a CCD (marccd225) (*

X-ray photons).

12kcV
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Chapter 3

The PILATUS IM Detector

3.1 The PILATUS IM Detector and its Building Blocks

The PILATUS IM detector is a modular detector built out of 18 individual modules. It was

assembled in fall 2003 and is descnbed in [32, 33]. The modules are arranged in an array of

3x6 units, where three modules are mounted on a bank. In Figure 3.1 the sensitive detector

area of 243 x 210 mm2 is shown. The banks are tilted by 6° in respect to the mounting base

Figure 3.1: The PILATUS IM detector. The sensitive surface of the detector is provided by
18 individual modules.

35
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plate to allow an overlap of the modules.

One module consists of a hybrid silicon assembly and a module control board (MCB) shown

in Figure 3.2a. The electronic board is bent by 90° and continues underneath the silicon as¬

sembly (Fig. 3.2b). The silicon assembly consists of a sensor, 16 readout chips and a silicon

baseplate (Fig. 3.3a). Figure 3.3b shows the two rows of 8 chips; the sensor is on the back side.

3.1.1 Sensor

The monolithic high resistivity (^ 8 kQcm) n-type silicon sensor has 366 x 156 pixels with a

sensitive area of 79.4 x 34.1 mm2. The back side of the n-type bulk material is structured with a

regular array of 110 x 110 //-in sized p+ implants with a pitch of 217 x 217 pm (Fig. 3.4a). With

a continuously high doped n+ implant at the back side of the sensor, each pixel represents a

p-n diode. The gaps between the readout chips, as seen in Figure 3.3b, are spanned with double

sized pixels (Fig. 3.4b). At the corners, where four chips meet, quad sized pixels are required.
The p-n diodes are reverse biased with a voltage of 100 V, provided by a single connection to

the aluminized n
^ side (Fig. 3.7). The mechanical cutting of the sensors destroys the crystal

lattice. The outermost pixels need therefore protection by guard rings, which are on ground

potential (Fig. 3.4c). These guard rings are approximately 0.7 mm wide and enlarge the size of

the sensor.

3.1.2 Bump Bonding

For each pv electrode and for the innermost guard ring indium balls are used as the electrical

connection to the read-out electronic (Fig. 3.4d). The bump bonding technology used for the

construction of the PILATUS IM detector was developed and performed at PSI. The sensors

are delivered with a thin UBM layer of Ti/Ni/Au on each p+ electrode. A first photolithography

step is performed which leaves each p+ electrode with an opening in the applied photoresist

layer. A thin layer of indium is then vacuum deposited onto the wafers. In a lift-off step,

the photoresist is removed from the sensor, which leaves an indium cake of several microns

thickness. On the CMOS chip a similar procedure is performed, leaving a thin UBM layer of

Ti/Ni/Au and a thin indium layer on the pixel pads. The indium cakes on the sensor transform

to spheres after reflowing the sensor in a reactive gas atmosphere at 180 °C (the melting point of

indium is 154 °C). The balls have a diameter of — 18 /mi. Each chip is precisely positioned and

pressed on the sensor with a force of — 1 g/bump, which squeezes the balls to approximately 5

to 10 pm. After placing the 16 chips the complete assembly undergoes a second reflow process.

The distance between chips and sensor increases to — 15 p.m. The chips are aligned with a

precision of — 1 pm with respect to the sensor and a well-bonded chip holds more than 500 g.

3.1.3 CMOS Chip

A CMOS chip (Fig. 3.5a) has 44 x 78 individual pixels of the same size as the sensor pixels. A

pixel contains a low-noise, charge-sensitive amplifier, a comparator and a 15 bit digital counter

and has the same architecture as described in section 2.3.2. A description of the detector is

given in [32].
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Figure 3.2: a) The fundamental unit of the PILATUS IM detector is a module, b) Sensor and

readout chips are directly mounted on the module control board.

a)

Sensor

Silicon baseplate

*'Vêl§

Figure 3.3: The silicon assembly on the top of each module, a) Beneath the sensor are the

readout chips. A silicon baseplate adjusts to the different thermal expansions of silicon and

aluminum (base), b) The readout chips of the silicon assembly. Between the 16 readout chips

are small gaps.
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Figure 3.4: The p-side of the silicon sensor, a) The regular array of the p+ implants has a pitch

of 217x217 /mi2 and a size of 110x110 pm2. b) The gap between the readout chips is spanned

by double and quad sized pixels, c) Guard rings are required around the sensor, d) Each pixel

diode and the innermost guard ring are electrically connected to the readout chips with small

indium bump bonds.

guard rings

sensor edge
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Figure 3.5b shows the pixel electronics with the input pad followed by the analog part (am¬

plifier and comparator). The digital part, i.e. the 15 bit counter, occupies most of the available

space. The chip is selected by the CHSEL signal and the pixels by shift registers at the boundary

of the chip which are controlled via ROWSEL and COLSEL (Fig. 2.14). A signal, arriving via

the indium ball at the input pad, is amplified. The output of each amplifier can be monitored

at the AOUT pad. A calibration pulse (CAL) can inject a certain amount of charge into the am¬

plifier. The amount of injected charge dQ is calculated with equation 2.27, where dV is the

calibration voltage and C is a 1.7 fF capacitor on the input of the amplifier. A d.V = 157 mV

calibrate signal corresponds to 1667 electrons injected into the amplifier. Comparing the AOUT

voltage measured with the calibration pulse and with X-ray photons leads to a calibration of

the electronics to the photon energy.

The lower threshold of the comparator is set by a global voltage and can be adjusted with

a 4 bit DAC in each pixel, which is important to get a uniform threshold distribution across

the whole CMOS chip. It is also possible to introduce an upper limit comparator though that

was not implemented here. The procedure of adjusting the thresholds of all the pixels is called

trimming.

The comparator creates a digital clock pulse for the counter which is designed as a pseudo
random counter. It is an array of shift register with the advantage of a simple read-out and a

small design. The disadvantage is that the pseudo random count number must be compared

with a lookup table to reconstruct the real number of counts.

3.1.4 Radiation Tolerance, Chip Technology and Defects

As the readout chips are directly exposed to X-rays in hybrid pixel detector designs, a CMOS

process or design must be used which tolerates this radiation. The flux of beamline X06SA of

the SLS is more than 1011 7/s for 12.4 keV photons and an electron beam current of 100 mA.

The intensity is reduced by the absorption of the sample and air scattering. Diffraction images
of proteins have on average 5000 Bragg reflections and most pixels receive low intensity back¬

ground radiation. Therefore only 10 % of the pixels receive a significant X-ray rate. This rate

is further reduced by the absorption of the silicon sensor. It can be approximated that a pixel
receives a dose less than 0.1 rad/s. If the detector is used 8 h per day a dose of about 5 Mrad is

accumulated in 5 years of operation.

As standard CMOS processes sustains approximately 0.2 Mrad, the chips were produced in

the radiation tolerant DM1LL process1. The chips were delivered on 6 inch wafers (Fig. 3.6)

and the yield was approximately 37 %. Unfortunately on average 4.7 % of defective pixels were

present on the selected chips. Additionally, the counter of the readout chip can switch into a

random count state because of a subtle design fault. This effect depends on the counting rate

on a pixel and occurs if two photons arrive in a short time interval. This interval is estimated

from chip design simulations to be between 450 and 650 ns. Both types of defects influence

strongly the accuracy of intensity measurements. Therefore procedures have been developed to

work around these defects. These procedures will be discussed in section 5.2.

'Mixed analog/digital BiCMOS technology hardened lo lolcnilc a combination of 10 Mrad and

1014 ncutrons/cm3
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Figure 3.5: a) A CMOS chip with 44 x 78 independent pixels has a size of approximately
20 x 10 mm2. On the right side of the chip are the column control and 42 wire bond pads, b) A

magnification of a single pixel. The bump pad is followed by the analog part. Most of the pixel
area is occupied by the 15-bit counter.
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3.1.5 Detector Assembly

The electrical connection between the MCB and the silicon assembly is done with wire bonds.

For each chip 42 connections are required. In Figure 3.7 the wire bond connections to a readout

chip are shown. The two wire bonds to the sensor supply the bias voltage.

Although a module is continuously sensitive, the wirebond connections and the guard rings

of the sensor prohibit an unbroken surface for the multi module PILATUS IM detector. Tn

addition a mechanical tolerance is required. The two inter-module gaps of 2.387 mm ( 11 pixels)
in each bank are dominated by the width of the guard rings (approximately 2 x 0.6 mm). The

large area required for the wire bond connections on the readout chip (Fig. 3.5) and on the MCB

(Fig. 3.7) would lead to a gap between the banks of approximately 4.5 mm. This gap could be

reduced to 1.085 mm (5 pixels) by an overlapping arrangement: the banks are tilted by 6° as

seen in Figures 3.1 and 3.11. As a consequence of the overlap a shadow on the underlying
modules occur, when the detector is illuminated by X-rays. Therefore the sensitive area of the

detector is smaller than the total area mentioned above. The contributions to the insensitive area

are the following (see also Fig. 4.4, page 55):

• Bump bond defects: Good bonded modules have only 0.05 % unconnected pixels on

average. However, two modules turned out badly, resulting in an overall bump bond yield

of 98.8% for the detector.

• Pixel defects: Analog and digital defects of the readout chip lead to 4.7 % dead pixels,

which is a result of the DM ILL process.

• Chip defects: 16 (5 %) of the 288 readout chips are not responding. Five chips in one

module (Fig. 4.4, top-right) are from an unsuccessfully processed wafer, 8 were destroyed

during wirebonding (6 in the top-left module) and 3 during the bump bonding process.

• Insensitive areas between modules: The horizontal and vertical gaps add to a total of

48822 pixels (4.4 %).

• Shadow of the module periphery: The shadow depends on the geometry of the experi¬
ment. With the detector at 1 m distance and the detector center being equal to the central

beam direction, 25000 pixels are shadowed (2.4 %).

Altogether, the sensitive area is 82.3 % of the detector area at the mentioned experimental

geometry.

The total power consumption of the detector is approximately 300 W. To prevent overheating
the modules are cooled with water (15° C), which circulates through the aluminum base plate

(Fig. 3.11). The sensors of the detector must be protected from visible light. X-rays can enter

the detector through an aluminized mylar sheet (Fig. 3.8). To prevent condensation on the

electronics, nitrogen gas constantly flows through the detector (3 to 4 1/h).
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Figure 3,6: A six inch wafer with 66 CMOS chips.

Figure 3.7: The control signals and power connections are provided by wire bonds from the

MCB to each readout chip. The two long wires to the sensor corner supply the bias voltage.
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Figure 3.8: The PILATUS IM detector. X-rays enter the detector through an aluminized mylar
sheet. The power and control cable connections can be seen on the side of the detector frame.

The water connections for cooling of the central base plate can be seen on the top of the detector.
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3.2 Detector Control

The PILATUS IM detector has three basic modes of operation:

• Calibration/Debug mode

• Counting mode

• Readout mode

The calibration mode is used for adjusting the amplifier and comparator settings. If no pixel is

selected, the detector can be set to the counting mode by a global EN signal. All digital counters

register the events passing the comparator. After the exposure time the EN signal is set to zero.

The following read-out sequence is controlled by several electronic circuit boards.

3.2.1 Read-out Sequence

In the read-out sequence each pixel is selected and the data is clocked out. The data passes

through the MCB and is stored in an intermediate storage memory (FIFO). The 3432 counters

in each chip are read-out serially and all chips of the detector are read-out in parallel. Therefore

the read-out time of the detector is equal to the read-out time of a single chip. With a read-out

clock speed of 10 MHz the read-out time is

(78 • 44) pixel • 15 bit 2-[78-(44+ 2)+ 78]
_,_ n „„

— 1 - - = o. 148 + 0.733 ms = 5.881 ms .

10 MHz 10 MHz

counter read—out row and column- control

The row and column-control requires the additional clock cycles for pixel selection and control

commands in the read-out pattern. For an exposure time of 600 ms the oscilloscope reading of

the read-out cycle is shown in Figure 3.9. After the read-out time all pixels are deselected and,

using the EN signal, a new exposure can be started.

During this new exposure and after the transfer of the data to the FIFO memory, the data is

read-out serially to the data acquisition computer. This data stream is serial to parallel converted

and the count number is retrieved using a lookup table. Finally the image is assembled and

written to a computer disk. The time until the data is transferred from the FIFO memory to

computer disk is approximately 600 ms. With the read-out time of 5.88 ms this leads to a

maximal frame rate of 1.65 Hz for this setup.

3.2.2 Hardware

A diagram of the control architecture is shown in Figure 3.10 and the arrangement of the elec¬

tronic boards can be seen in the photographs of the open detector in Figure 3.11. The three

MCBs of the modules of one bank are serviced by a bank control board (BCB) mounted on

the bottom part of the detector (Fig. 3.1 la). The connections pass through holes in the cen¬

tral base plate. The six BCBs are connected to a single detector control board (DCB). The

data stored in the FIFOs of the BCBs is transferred via the DCB and a PCI interface (model

PCI110k-PRODB, PLD Applications, F-13120 Aix-en-Provence) to the computer disk.
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Figure 3.9: Oscilloscope reading from the read-out cycle with an exposure time of 600 ms (line

1). After the read-out sequence of 5.88 ms (zoom: line A) a new image can be recorded, leading

to a frame period of 605.88 ms.
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Figure 3.10: Block diagram of the control architecture of the detector.
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The control patterns for the detector are sent from the computer to an Input/Output Con¬

troller (IOC) which controls two VMH pattern generators (model VPG517; Dipl.-Tng. Kramcrt

GmbH, Remigen, Switzerland). The control sequences are preloaded and started on request.

The VPG then sends the control signals via LVDS cables to the DCB, where the signals are

distributed via the BCBs and MCBs to the CMOS chips.

Power from external power supplies is distributed to each module and electronic circuit

board by a detector power board (DPB, mounted perpendicular to the banks).

3.2.3 Software

The detector is controlled by the program camserver which communicates with the IOC and

the PCI interface. The program is used as a socket for the user interface called tvx. This pro¬

gram sends commands to the camserver and is used for image visualization, data correction

and data analysis. These programs, camserver and tvx, are an open source project of Dr.

Eric F. Eikenberry et al.
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Figure 3.11: The open PILATUS IM detector viewed from different sides, a) and b) Three

MCBs of one bank are connected through the central base plate to the BCB which carries three

intermediate FIFO memories, c) Six BCBs fill the bottom part of the detector and are contiolled

by the 7th board (DCB), parallel to the BCBs. d) Power is distributed by the DPB. The central

base plate is water cooled.
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Chapter 4

Calibration of the PILATUS IM Detector

The purpose of an area X-ray detector is to measure the incident dose at each position on the

entrance window to the device. Ideally, this would just be the photon count at each position,
but real detectors present a more complex situation. The PILATUS IM detector is therefore

calibrated to remove the effects of individual pixel response and spatial image distortions.

By calibrating the detector, first the pixel electronics is adjusted in such a way that the

thresholds of all pixels correspond to the same energy. Second, the response of each pixel is

measured and compared to the calculated photon count at the sensor surface. The difference is

adjusted in a so called flatfleld correction. Finally, the spatial distortions are corrected.

The first step after assembling the PILATUS 1M detector is to adjust the gains and shaping

times of the amplifiers. This has been described in [34] for the prototype chip SLS04, the

precursor of the SLS06 (PILATUS I) chip of the PILATUS IM detector. In the calibration mode

the CAL-signal feeds a certain amount of charge into the amplifier of a pixel (section 3.1.3).

The amplifier output (AOUT) is monitored and calibrated to the X-ray photon energy.

By varying the voltage of the CAL pulse, different photon energies of X-rays are simulated.

With this method the threshold of each pixel can be trimmed.

4.1 Threshold Equalization Procedure

The untrimmed detector has a wide threshold distribution, caused by differences in the transis¬

tor characteristics for different pixels. A CMOS process is normally used for digital circuits

where the matching between transistors is not important. Thus, in the analog part of the chip, a

significant variation of the amplifier gain between different pixels is observed.

The threshold of the detector is set below the X-ray energy used in the experiment. It has

been shown that charge sharing effects can be successfully minimized by setting the threshold

to half of the photon energy [18, 31]. The threshold of the comparator in each pixel is composed
of a global threshold voltage, VCOiap, plus individual voltages set by the 4 bit DACs in each pixel.

Komp is set in such a way that all pixels can fully count at the threshold target, e.g. Epu/2. While

increasing the trim DAC value from 0 to 24, 16 images are acquired. For each image, 100 CAL

pulses are given to the pixels. The correct DAC value of a pixel fulfills the condition that half

of the CAL pulses pass the comparator. These DAC values are stored in a file, to be loaded and

latched into each pixel. This takes approximately 15 min for the entire detector.

49
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The threshold distribution can be measured by scanning the CAL pulse height. Figure 4.1

shows the number of pixels as a function of their individual threshold value for different thresh¬

old targets. The wide distribution with a standard deviation ct0 is significantly narrowed (cii)

after loading the trim values in the comparator DAC. The standard deviations o{) and aL are

listed in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The histogram of the threshold values of all pixels of the PILATUS IM detector

trimmed to: a) 5 keV, b) 6 keV, c) 8 keV. The wide untrimmed threshold distribution (dotted

line) can be narrowed by trimming the threshold of the comparators (solid line). The standard

deviations of the distribution are listed in table 4.1.

4X105

3x106 \

2x105 | -

1X105 - -

0 ...-:' vA :

Threshold target [keV] a0 [keV] ai [keV]

5

6

8

0.427

0.546

0.766

0.138

0.148

0.181

Table 4.1: Standard deviations of the untrimmed (<r0) and trimmed (cti) threshold distribution

shown in Figure 4.1.
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4.2 Flatfield Calibration

After the threshold adjustment each pixel still has an individual response to X-rays. This varia¬

tion has its origins in the residual threshold variation, the quality of the bump bond connection

and the sensor itself. This variation is measured and adjusted with a flatfield correction (some

times also called 'floodtteld' correction). In this procedure the actual field of illumination at the

detector surface is reconstructed.

^ftjJtX. x^Aijeniiieiii

The flatfleld illumination of the PILATUS 1M detector was performed at the synchrotron beam-

line X06SA of the SLS. The experimental setup can be seen in Figure 4.2. The field of illu¬

mination should have no inhomogeneity and monochromatic photons are required. Scattering
of mechanical parts can be the cause for patterns in the flatfield image. The best place for the

detector is 90" with respect to the central beam direction.

A capillary filled with a solution of Br ions is excited with the very intense X-ray beam.

With a photon energy above the A" 1 s edge of Bromide (I.Î. 174 keY) fluorescent X-rays are

emitted from the solution. The energy of the X-rays is 11.9 koV ( A'rvj and A'n,>). The density
of the Br in the solution is a compromise between two opposing facts: most of the incoming

photons should excite the bromine aloms but most of the fluorescent light should also escape

the capillary. Therefore a saturated solution was mixed with water at a ratio of 1:1 and filled

Figure 4.2: The experimental setup for flatfield calibration at the protein crystallography beam-

line X06SA of the SLS. The detector is placed 90 in respect to the central beam direction

and is illuminated with fluorescence X- rays from the capillary filled with a Br~ solution. The

displayed distance d for the flatfield measurement is adjusted to the distance used for crystal-

lographic experiment. In the protein crystallography experiments the prominent cryo-cooler is

used.
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into the capillary.
For good homogeneous flatfield measurements the distance d of the detector to the X-ray

source should be very long. But the special geometry of the PILATUS IM detector requires d

to be identical to the distance later used in crystallographic experiments. The reason for this

is the overlap of the modules. The shadow created on the underlying module changes with the

distance. Furthermore, the absorption in silicon depends on the path length of the X-rays in the

material and is thus dependent on the angle of incidence. The reconstruction of the flatfield at

the detector surface therefore depends on the geometry of the experiment.
The exposure time was adjusted so that about 5 • 10^ 7/pixel were collected in one exposure.

This ensures that even the quad-sized pixels between chips do not reach their maximum count

state. For good statistics 105 counts are necessary. Therefore at least n — 20 images were

recorded.

4.2.2 Calculation

The flatfield algorithm calculates the theoretical field of illumination at the detector surface

for a given experimental setup and compares it with a recorded flatfield image of the detector.

Therefore flatfield images of high quality must be provided. Furthermore the position of the

central pixel (.t;0, y0), the distance d and the air absorption factor a for the used energy must be

given to the algorithm.
From n independent flatfield exposures an average intensity iy was calculated for each pixel

Piy These values are stored in the input flatfield image, F(). Tn the raw images, counting errors

are located and set to zero in the image. Although counting errors can have any value, they can

be detected if a pixel is not counting within a narrow range around the average intensity A This

range is chosen by manual inspection and is approximately ±3<t/. A pixel Fy, not counting
n — e. times within this range, is marked as imtrusted and deleted from the input flatfield image

(iy = 0). Again, manual inspection is used to determine the value off (typically 2 if n = 20).

The first step is to calculate the path length in air, r^, and the angle of incidence on the

detector, 9, for each pixel P^ at the position x,;, y,j (Fig. 4.3):

r^d' + tï, (4.1)

cos 0 = —
, (4.2)

where /;j is the distance of pixel P\\ from the center (x(), yQ) and can be calculated as

k = yj(xi ~ x-o)2 + (ik - y0)2 . (4.3)

First, X-ray absorption in air reduces the incident intensity at position x,:, yf.

I öl (~"rv> = e^V
, (4.4)

with a being the air absorption coefficient. Second, the 1/r2 falloff in intensity reduces the

number of photons collected from pixel P^:

1 *
~2

^

—pr- (4-5)
r* d-
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Third, the apparent size of the pixel p' depends on the angle of incidence and the pixel size p as

p' — pcos9 . (4,6)

The intensity is proportional to the pixel size and is therefore

ZoccosÔ. (4.7)

With the three equations 4.4, 4.5 and 4.7 the theoretically received intensity from pixel P;j is

then

7jhc°^IoPä$ coss0. (4.8)

The scaling factor I0 is the intensity at the center :r0, y0 of the detector surface and is calculated

from the highest detector response in this central region. The quantum efficiency of the sensor

is taken into account. Thus, flatfield corrected images have a higher intensity than uncorrected

images. The correction factors Fy are calculated using:

rtheo

F(] = \- . (4.9)
Ai

The measured intensity in each pixel Py is then multiplied with its correction factor F;j and thus

inhomogeneities of the different pixel responses are adjusted. The precision of the correction

factors should be around 1 %.

The described procedure has been developed for CCD X-ray detectors [35]. It can also be

applied to the pixel detector but its specific properties have to be considered: first the detector

surface is not flat. Therefore the angle of incidence depends on the module tilt. In addition, the

quantum efficiency of the silicon sensor depends on the angle of incidence. The flatfield cor¬

rection of the PILATUS 1M detector depends thus on the experimental geometry, namely the

Wo

Figure 4.3: Calculation of the theoretical flatfield response of the detector. The shortest distance

from the capillary to the detector surface d (normal to the surface) defines the central pixel at

position t0, yo-
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distance, the center position and the detector misalignment. The quality of the flatfield correc¬

tion depends therefore on the precision of the detector mounting for the flatfield measurement

and the crystallographic experiment.

4.2.3 Results

An uncorrected image is shown in Figure 4.4. The center of the field is near the center of the

detector. The distance to the fluorescent sample was 130 mm. The gaps and shadows between

the modules can be seen together with the dead chips (rectangular white regions). Visible

counting errors of high count state are the randomly distributed black pixels, whereas the white

pixels (zero count) are permanently dead pixels. The 1/r2 law dominates the appearance of the

image. The center module of the bottom bank shows a large inhomogeneity. Irregular shaped
white regions correspond to bad bump bonded areas.

The flatfield image F0 (described in the previous section) was produced and used for the

calculation of the flatfield correction file F;j. For the analysis aflat image F, was calculated

from F0, i.e. the pixel values were normalized to a theoretical intensity without 1/r2 falloff,

air absorption and apparent pixel size variation (using equation 4.8). The histogram of the

intensity distribution of image Fx is shown in Figure 4.5. Long tails can be seen on the left and

right side of the histogram, corresponding to a large number of pixels counting much less or

much more than the average pixel. A randomly chosen flatfield image was corrected, using the

correction file F\y From this flatfield corrected image aflat image F2 was calculated and in the

histogram no tails can be seen (Fig. 4.5). For both histograms the mean intensities and standard

deviations were calculated. As the flatfield correction reconstructs the field of illumination on

the sensor surface, the mean intensity is increased from 1999 to 2666 counts due to the silicon

absorption correction (scaling factor I0). The standard deviation of the intensity distribution

could be reduced from 90 for image FL to 63 for the flatfield corrected image F2.
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Figure 4.4: A flatfield raw image (a) and a single pixel wide cross section along the dotted line

(b). The intensity distribution is dominated by the 1/r2 falloff. Between modules within a bank

are two identical constant insensitive areas. The inter-bank spacing depend also on the shadow

caused by the overlapping modules. The pixels with zero count are excluded in integration of

Figure 4.4b. For more explanations of the visible detector defects see text.
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Figure 4.5: A histogram of an exposured image before and after flatfield correction on a loga¬
rithmic scale The long tails of the uncorrected flatfield image (dotted line) is adjusted with the

flatfield correction (solid line)
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4.3 Distortion Calibration of the PILATUS IM Detector

G. Hülsen, Ch. Brönnimann and E.F. Eikcnberry, Nucl. Jnstrum. Meth. A, 548:540-554

Spatial image distortions are present in most imaging devices. For the calibration of the

PILATUS IM detector three sources of image distortions were analyzed. The parallax effect

distorts the image within one module. The mechanical deviations of the modules from their

assumed positions introduce another spatial error. The largest contribution to the distortion

comes from the 6° tilt of the banks.

After quantifying the distortions an algorithm was developed to generate correction files.

As the distortion of the PILATUS IM detector is discontinuous, procedures developed for CCD

detectors could not be used. But the correction file has the same format as the ones generated
for CCD detectors. Therefore images could be corrected using an adapted algorithm from CCD

detector systems.

The quality of the spatial distortion correction was experimentally quantified. Images of a

metal mask show the remaining distortion. Spatial distortions can furthermore be visualized by

measurements of powder diffraction rings. Finally, processing software for protein crystallog¬

raphy data calculates the spatial deviation of Bragg reflections from their assumed positions,
which will be discussed in see section 5.3.
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Abstract

The PILATUS 1M detector is a large area tiled X-ray detector for protein crystallography. One million 217 x

217 (.un2 pixels cover an area of 24.3 x 20.0 cm2 with 300 mri thick silicon sensors. The readout electronics enable single

photon counting and a readout time of 6.7 ms. Images from this detector are spatially distorted by the inlluence of three

factors. First, the absorption properties of the silicon leads to parallax broadening by a fraction of a pixel, depending on

the angle of incidence and the photon energy. A simulation was compared to experimental data. Second, the modular

architecture causes a mechanical displacement of the modules from their assumed positions. The modules are

positioned on average to a precision of ~300um. Third, to reduce the dead area the modules are tilted by 6° and are

overlapped- This introduces large distortions of several pixels which depend on the sample to detector distance.

An algorithm for distortion correction of CCD detector data was adapted to correct the data of the PILATUS IM

detector. The results of the metrology as well as the parallax shift were incorporated in these corrections. Images from a

Ta-mask were used to test the corrections and quantify the remaining spatial distortion. The mask images were also

used to refine the individual module positions. In order to verify the distortion corrections crystallographic standards

were used. The result is that images of the detector can be spatially corrected to a precision of 74 urn or about 0.34 pixel.

© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 07.85.Fv; 07.85.Qe; 61.10.Nz

Keywords: Pixel detector; Distortion; Correction; Parallax

1. Introduction

Macromolecular crystallography is currently
one of the largest applications using synchrotron

X-ray sources. With this experimental technique

Corresponding author.

E-mail address: gregor.huelsentï^psi.eh (G. Hülsen).

the structure of thousands of proteins, viruses,

nucleic acids, enzymes, energy transduction com¬

plexes and molecular motors have been solved. As

the quality of both the X-ray sources and the

experimental techniques has improved in the last

years, the expectations of X-ray detection devices

have increased. The latter are the limiting factors

in crystallographic data collection to date.

0168-9002/S-see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

doi:10.1016/j.nima.2005.05.032
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The most important detector properties for

these experiments are large sensitive area, wide

dynamic range, good detective quantum efficiency,
small point spread function and fast readout.

Hybrid pixel detectors developed for modern high

energy physics experiments [1-3J could meet the

demands of macromolecular crystallographic ex¬

periments. This technology features a two-dimen¬

sional array of pn-diodes connected to a readout

chip, which is designed in the latest CMOS

technology. The PILATUS 1M detector is a hy¬
brid modular pixel detector [4], designed for the

protein crystallography beamline X06SA of the

Swiss Light Source (SLS) at the Paul Scherrer

Institute (Villigen-PSl, Switzerland).
The PILATUS 1M detector reduces the experi¬

mental time and enhances the quality of measure¬

ments. But like other large area detectors the data

of this detector are spatially distorted. This paper

describes the spatial calibration of the detector.

The origins of the distortion are described, studied

and quantified. Calibration routines developed for

CCD cameras have been adapted for the PILA¬

TUS IM detector. The module positions could be

refined experimentally and the distortion of the

corrected images was measured with a Ta-mask

and crystallographic standards.

2. Origins of distortion in the PILATUS IM

detector

The modular architecture of the PILATUS IM

detector has been described in Refs. [4,5]. The

fundamental unit is a module, consisting of a

single 80.82 x 35.47 mm2 silicon sensor bump-
bonded to 16 readout chips. The monolithic sensor

(n-lype, resistivity ^SkQcm) has no dead area;

double-size pixels span the gaps between the

readout chips. A chip contains 44 x 78 =

3432pixels each with a size of 217 x 217 urn2. In

the CMOS chip each pixel has a low noise

amplifier, a comparator for defining the minimum

energy threshold and a digital counter. This

permits single-photon counting at energies even

below 6keV [6]. The readout time for one image is

6.7 ms. The chips are fabricated in the radiation

tolerant DMILL CMOS process. The disadvan¬

tage of this process is that the readout chips have,

on average, 5% defective pixels. In addition, pixels

can miscount at high rates.

The PILATUS IM detector is assembled as

shown in Hg. 1. The 18 modules provide an active

area of 24.3 x 20.0cm2. Three modules constitute

one bank, the surface of which is tilted by 6° to the

mounting frame. This allows overlapping the

modules, which should reduce the dead area. The

dead area is caused by the periphery of the

module, which consists of the guard ring around

the sensor and the wirebond connections from the

chips to the readout electronics (Fig. 1). The two

inter-module gaps in each bank are 2.387 mm

wide (11 pixels) and the vertical spacing between

the banks was reduced to 1.085 mm (5 pixels) by
the overlapping arrangement. In total the gaps

reduce the effective area by 4.5%. A consequence

of the overlap is a shadow on the underlying
modules when the detector is illuminated by X-

rays. The area affected by the shadow depends on

the experimental setup (Section 4.2).

Within one module the pixel positions are

accurate to sub-micron precision because the sensor

is fabricated by photolithographic processes. There¬

fore, there is no appreciable geometrical distortion

Fig I. The sensitive surface of the PILATUS IM detector -

showing its six banks, each with three modules. The banks arc

tilted by y = 61 to reduce the spacing of the modules in the

vertical (y) direction Between the banks the wirebond

connections can be seen The module positions are defined by
the position in x, y and z, the rotation in the x-y plane, a, and

the tilt angle, y.
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of the pixel array within a module. But since the

300 urn silicon sensor is much thicker than the thin

phosphor screens of large CCD cameras (~30 urn),

a considerable parallax effect distorts the images.
The parallax distortion depends on the pixel

geometry, thickness and composition of the sensor

as well as the energy and angle of incidence of the

X-ray photons. A second source of distortion is the

mechanical deviation of the modules from their

assumed positions introducing another spatial error

with 5 degrees of freedom (Fig. 1). The module

positions were precisely measured and this informa¬

tion was introduced to the correction procedure.
The third and largest contribution to the distortion

comes from the 6° tilt of the banks. This effect is

corrected by projecting the tilted sensor surfaces

onto a virtual plane. To summarize, three effects

contribute to the spatial distortion:

• The parallax effect

• Mechanical module displacement
• 6° bank tilt

A raw image taken with the PILATUS IM

detector is shown in Fig. 2. The distortion is

manifest. The distance of the detector to the

Fig. 2. Raw image of diffraction by silicon powder (N1ST

640C) (dark is high intensity). The distortion of the circles can

be seen particularly at the boundaries between modules. The X-

ray energy was 12kcV, the detector distance to the powder

specimen was 130 mm.

capillary filled with silicon powder (NIST 640C)

was 130 mm. The powder rings are deformed by
the 6° tilt of the banks. The shadow cast by the

periphery of the modules can be seen in the lop

half of the image. The rectangular dead areas are

non-functional readout chips of the detector.

3. Parallax broadening effect in silicon detectors

In the following section the theory of the

parallax effect is derived. A Monte Carlo simula¬

tion was written to study the influence of the

experimental and detector parameters on the

parallax. Finally, the results of the simulation

was compared to experimental data obtained with

the PILATUS 1M detector.

3.1, Principle of the parallax effect

The parallax effect leads to a smooth distortion of

an image caused by the absorption properties of the

sensor array. CCD cameras have very thin sensors

and have only a small parallax effect [7]. Silicon

detectors, unfortunately, need thick sensors and

therefore suffer from parallax. For the discussion

of the parallax in silicon detectors the geometry and

X-ray absorption properties of the sensor as well as

the energy and the spatial distribution of the X-ray

beam have to be considered.

Fig. 3 shows a schematic cross-section through a

structured pixel sensor. Parameter definitions are

given in Table 1. Incoming X-rays with a two-

dimensional Gaussian distribution obeam (mea¬
sured perpendicular to the beam) impinge on the

sensor at center position xo at an angle 0 (normal

angle of incidence: 0 — 0°). The cross-section of

the resulting distribution of X-rays on the sensor

surface is

P(x) ex e~("v~A:|,)2'/2^bffim/'s^2

If the absorption of all photons were to take place

directly at the surface, this distribution could be

directly measured. But the conversion points of

individual photons is given by the exponential

absorption function. The number of X-rays, N,

entering at an angle 9 which are absorbed in a
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^"Oi^phi^l

Fig. 3. Schematic view illustrating the principle of the parallax
effect: the incident X-ray beam is absorbed by the sensor of

thickness sj. This leads to a shift of the detected distribution in

respect to the pattern incident on the surface.

The absorption of a 12keV X-ray produces a

charge cloud of about 3324e-h-pairs. Due to the

high electric field (Fbias — 100 V) that is present in

the depletion region, e-h-pairs drift through the

sensor in opposite directions. When the charge
arrives at the p implant of the sensor, the charge
cloud has widened due to diffusion [4]. Thus,

charge generated in one pixel can be shared

between the amplifiers of neighboring pixels if

the conversion point is near the pixel boundaries.

It was shown in several publications (e.g. [8]) that

the effect of charge sharing can be minimized by

setting the threshold of the comparator to Epb/2.

3.2. Simulation

Table 1

Definition and initial values for the parameters of the Monte

Carlo simulation

Parameter Abbreviation Value

Beam orientation 0, q> 0",0'

Beam width ^bcim 1 pixel
Beam intensity No 10 000 photons
Photon energy Eph 12keV

Sensor thickness Id 300 |.im

Pixel size p 217 inn

Absorption coefficient p/p 19.75 cm2/g (silicon)

Density p 2.33 g/cm* (silicon)
Threshold th0 6keV = £ph/2
Charge diffusion Oi. 12 urn @ 300 um

sensor with thickness Sd is

N(0,sd) = No(\ - e-L"/"J'"ç"/cos6)) (0

where the mass attenuation coefficient p/p is a

function of the photon energy Epb and p is the

density of silicon. Thus, the distribution of the

detected photons is shifted to a new mean position

xm. The difference of the measured center of mass

xm in the pixel and xn of the incoming distribution

on the surface is the parallax shift

Jp — Xq — Xtt (2)

A photon with energy Epb converting in the

sensor, generates 7Veh electron-hole-pairs:

For X-rays impinging on the surface of the

detector, the detected number of photons in each

pixel can be calculated. A Monte Carlo simulation

(SLSProject, M. Loeckner, University of Bonn)

which traces each photon in an array of pixels was

adapted to our conditions. The coordinate system

is shown in Figs. 1 and 4. The incoming photon
beam is defined by the parameters 0, ip, the beam

center, Pn, the shortest distance from the specimen
to the plane of the sensor surface, d, and the

beam, Eph

ATeh = £ph/3.61eV. (3)

Fig. 4. Definition of the coordinate system for the Monte Carlo

simulation of the parallax effect. The path of each photon of the

X-ray beam with a Gaussian intensity distribution of width

ffbeam is calculated and the conversion point inside the sensor is

simulated (the abbreviations arc defined in the text).
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Fig. 5. Simulated intensity distribution of an X-ray beam

("bom = 2p) impinging with 0 — 60° on the sensor. The dashed

lines correspond to simulations with different photon energies

photon energy, Epb. The beam center was kept
constant for all simulations. A Gaussian beam

profile of width <Tt,eam was generated with No

photons. The point where each photon trace

crosses the sensor surface is calculated. The

probability distribution of the conversion points
at the end of the photon paths through the sensor

is given by Eq. (1) using the parameters 6, </>, Sd, p,

and p/p (Table 1). The amount of charge

generated Nab by each photon is calculated

according to Eq. (3). The broadening of the charge
due to diffusion is simulated as well, using an

average width of the charge cloud of ac = 6 (am [4J.
The event is counted in pixel (ij) at position

P(xi,yf) if the charge is larger than the threshold

value th(j. In Fig. 5 an X-ray beam with awm = 2p
and an angle of incidence 0 — 60° to the sensor is

shown. The parallax shift Sp (Eq. (2)) depends on

the different simulation parameters and is used to

characterize the parallax effect.

The dependence of the parallax shift Sp on the

angle of incidence is plotted in Fig. 6. The

parameters used are the initial values listed in

Table 1. The beam was scanned over the pixels by

varying 6 and the center of mass Xo and xm was

recorded. As the dependence is almost linear

over 0<0<40°, a linear function with Sp = Fp0
was fitted in this range. From the simulation a

20 40

Angle 9 [deg]

60

Fig. 6. Parallax shift 5P vs. angle of incidence 0 Sp increases

linearly with a small quadratic component. A linear fit for

0<4O° is shown.

parallax factor

Fp = 1 x 10-2 ± 4 x 10"5 pixel/ deg

was found. The center of mass of an X-ray beam

moves about 40% of the pixel width at 0 = 40°.

The parallax factor Fp is useful for the correction

of experimental data (Section 5) and, as the

parallax shift is small, a more accurate calculation

of Fp serves no purpose.

For beam sizes which are small compared to the

pixel size, the parallax shift Sp oscillates as a

function of 9. The oscillation is then approximated

by the factor Fp. An incoming beam with (Theam =

0.2p was simulated and 5P is plotted as a function

of 9 (Fig. 7).

If the beam impinges at the central region of a

pixel, xm does not change and is always calculated

in the center of this pixel. Only in the boundary

region between two pixels does xm change. For

large angles of incidence the oscillation slops,

because the parallax effect increases the width of

the beam and thus the beam is recorded in several

pixels. This leads, counterintuitively, to a higher

accuracy of the measurement of xm and can also

be seen in the measurements (Section 3.3).

Another question is whether the two parameters

6 and <p are correlated with each other. From the

symmetry of the pixel array and the homogeneity
of the sensor material this should not be the case.

The simulation with constant 9 and different q>
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(a)

20 40

Angle 6 [deg]

60

1.0

Angle 6 [deg]

2.0

Fig. 7. Parallax shift Sp as function of the angle of incidence 0

for a small X-ray beam (o"i,cam = 0 2p). The oscillation (see

magnification (b)) smears out for larger 0 (a).

shows that the parallax factor is independent of (p.

The two-dimensional parallax effect can thus be

reduced to a one-dimensional effect along a line of

pixels. This simplifies the correction.

The dependence of Fp on the photon energy Epb
is plotted in Fig. 8. For higher photon energies Fp
is maximal, and for low energies it vanishes. This

can be explained by the shorter mean free path

length of photons in the silicon for small £ph,
which leads to a conversion of most of the X-rays
close to the sensor surface and, hence, the

. i i i i i i i i i i i i i ' i i ' ' i i i i i i i i i i i i i.

1.25 ^

'S 1.00
CD

P

o 0.75 J

8 /

& 0.50 T

u_*

0.25 J

0.00 "' i

"

10 15 20 25

Photon energy [keV]

30

Fig. 8. Parallax factor Fp vs. photon energy £ph: the short

mean free path of the photons in the silicon leads to a

conversion of most of the X-rays near the sensor surface for

small energies (small parallax effect) For higher energies fewer

photons are stopped inside the sensor and Fp reaches a

maximum value.

measured information reflects the incoming beam

profile. It can be concluded that data taken at

£,ph"-'6keV with a silicon pixel detector are only
little affected by the parallax effect. Photons with

higher energies can travel deep into the sensor, in

which case the parallax effect increases and

saturates for £ph>20keV. At this energy only a

small fraction of the photons is stopped in the

sensor. For the energy range where most of the

experiments with the PILATUS IM detector are

performed (6-18 keV), Fp show the greatest

changes. Therefore, it is essential to calculate the

parallax factor for each energy.

The simulation can also be used to study
different sensor geometries (p and sj in Table 1).
The variation of other experimental and detector

parameters can be derived by varying the para¬

meters already discussed. For example, an increase

of the material parameters p and pp is identical to

a reduction of the photon energy. It can be

concluded that there are two parameters which

contribute to the parallax effect for a given sensor

material: the photon energy, Epb, and the angle of

incidence, 0. As the factor Fp characterizes the

dependence of the parallax effect on the angle of

incidence, this factor can be used for correcting

images which are affected by parallax. The
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dependence of Fp on the energy can be taken from

Fig. 8.

3.3. Measurement of the parallax effect

The parallax effect was measured at the protein

crystallography beamline X06SA of the SLS. A

single bank of the PILATUS detector was exposed
to the direct attenuated X-ray beam. The width of

the beam could be confined to a fraction of a pixel

("liejm""-'15 urn). The energy was set to 13.5 keV and

the intensity of the beam was reduced to

M4000photons/s with a 0.25mm Fe filter. The

distance of the detector to the exit of the beam pipe

was "--250 mm in air. The detector was scanned

four times in the vertical direction with steps of

0.1 ± 0.02 pixel (21.7 urn) and Is exposures were

made. Four data sets were taken with angles 0 —

0°, 10D,20° and 27.5° from the surface normal.

From the images the center of mass xm from the

detected beam was calculated and plotted against
the position of the beam on the detector xq

(diamonds in Fig. 9). The zero position of xo is

an arbitrary place on the detector. The center of

mass xm does not change as long as the beam is

within one pixel. When the beam reaches the

boundary between two pixels, xm moves to

the next pixel. The steps are broadened due to

5
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Fig. 9. Experimental data of scanning a 13.5keV beam (irbeam = 15|rra) over 2l7u,m pixels (diamonds) compared to a simulation

(line), (a) With normal angle of incidence 0; (b) with 9 = lO"1; (c) 0 = 20°; (d) 0 = 21.5'
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Table 2

Measured n from the graphs of Fig 9. The width of the beam

was calculated by differentiating the graphs at the boundaries

between two pixels

Angle of incidence 0 (deg) ^exp (um) (urn)

0 0 (normal)
10.0

20.0

27.5

17.6 ± I 5

21.7±1.4

41.9 ±5.5

60.4 ± 5.6

16 2 ±0.1

22.9 ± 0.2

41.9 ±0.8

58.5 ± 1.1

the parallax effect when 9 is increased. The same

experiment was simulated (Section 3.2). The

simulation and the experimental parameters are

identical. The xm's from the simulations are

plotted against xo (lines in Fig. 9).

The agreement between the experiment and the

simulation was verified by the differentiation of the

slopes at the boundary between two pixels, which

led to <reKp and ersmi for the four different angles, Ö.

From four fully recorded steps average ä^ and

ffsim were calculated (Table 2). The beam profile
was assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution. The

experiment shows that in case of nheam-4p all

datasets show a "plateau". In these regions the

measured position of the beam is not defined better

than 0.5 pixel. For normal angle of incidence the

width of the plateau is ~0.7p. This leads to a

variance of the equipartitioned beam position [9J of

0.7/7
/var = 44 urn i.e.

which decreases for larger angles 0.

4. Geometrical distortion

4.1. Module displacement

Within a module of the PILATUS IM detec¬

tor there is only the distortion from the parallax
effect as discussed above. By using an array of 18

modules mechanical displacement errors are in¬

troduced. These errors come from the gluing of the

sensor arrays on the support and from mounting
the modules into the detector frame. The errors are

the deviation of the final module positions in the

6x3 array from their assumed positions. There

Table 3

Summary of the mechanical mounting precision. The table lists

the mean displacement error of all the 18 modules of the

PILATUS IM detector. 'Ihe parameters are defined in Fig. 1

Parameter Mean value

Ax

At

y

40 ±48 um

-412 ±302 um.

445 ±249 um

-0.024 ±0 044"

5.83 ±0 078J

are 5 degrees of freedom: the displacement in x, y

and z, the rotation in the x-y plane, a and the tilt

angle, y, of the modules (Fig. 1).
The position and orientation in the x-y plane of

each module was measured at the Institute for

Particle Physics (IPP) of the Swiss Federal

Institute of Technology (ETH) Zurich, using an

optical comparator with an accuracy of 5 urn

(Mitutoyo KN 815). The positions of four points
on the periphery of the readout chips of the

modules where recorded. From this measurement

the displacement from the assumed positions Ax,,

Ay, and the rotation aI were extracted for each

module /. The readout chips are positioned to an

accuracy of —1 |am in respect to the pixel array of

the sensor. The till angle y, and the deviation Az,-

have been measured at the Paul Scherrer Institute

with a touch measure system (Wenzel). Three

points on the sensor surface of each module were

measured. With these measures the displacement
Az, and the tilt angle y, could be calculated. From

these two measurements a lookup table was

generated as input for the distortion correction.

In Table 3 the results of the measured parameters

are summarized. The value of Ay shows that the

gap between the six banks of the PILATUS 1M

detector is not an integer of the pixel size

(p = 217 urn). The vertical gap on average is

4.26/7 = 0.924 mm wide.

4.2. Bank tilt

In order to use the data from the PILATUS 1M

detector with established crystallographic proces¬

sing software, the data must be corrected. The

pixel coordinates (/,/') of the data are projected
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Xr=Hc

central beam P3

(b)

Fig. 10. Schematic side view (a) and top view (b) of the PILATUS IM detector (not to scale). Each pixel at PM must be projected to

the corresponding pixel position Pv on the virtual plane.

onto a virtual plane situated in front of the

detector (Fig. 10). The first row (J — 0) defines

the first line of the virtual plane and each following

top row of each bank b (0<6<5) also lies in this

plane.
'
The shortest distance d from the specimen

to the detector is known, as well as the detector

origin (kjc). If the direct beam is normal to the

virtual plane than the location of the direct beam is

equal to (/c,yc). Shifts of the pixels in the

horizontal (x) and vertical (y) direction are

calculated; all the variable lengths are in [mm]
unless otherwise noted.

lThe ideal pixel positions (/',/') arc modified by the actual

positions of the pixel in space (h,jt) and the parallax effect lead

to surface pixel positions (/,,/,,) (Section 5.1).

The calculation starts with the vertical distor¬

tion: the distance yt from the first pixely'tb to pixel y
of bank b is given by

„vr=/j(/-./tb)> ()*£/>*£ 5

starting with the lop row, y = 0, of the detector.

The length yv on the virtual plane is determined by

yv = yr

sin a

sin(a — y)

with the tilt angle y. The angle a, is related to the

angle of incidence, 0 (Fig. 4):

0 = --a.

2
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The angle a can by found from the triangle

PbPi,Ps, two legs,

PbPy=p(jc-J) and

PhPs = d + (yr + K/c -./)) sin y

and the included angle (n/2 — y) are given. Thus,

the angle, a, is

cos a

(PbP,j - PbP, cos(tt/2 - y))

(PbPi + PhP* - 2PhPvPhP,cos(n/2 - y)) 1/2

The major contribution to the vertical shift is

(yT — yY). The tilt angle y leads to a difference in

the vertical module length, G/,, which can by
calculated as

Gb = y

ong Jv^W1 -cosy)

where yong and yViï are the real and virtual module

lengths. This factor must be subtracted b times

from the correction value ysb to create a contin¬

uous plane (b — bank of pixel/). For this reason

the top pixel row of each bank is also shifted,

although these lines lie in the virtual plane. The

total value of the vertical correction value can be

expressed in units of pixels as

y*h=-((yt~yv)-i>Gb), o^h^s. (4)

For the horizontal part of the correction vector,

only the difference of the pixel position on the

detector xt and the length xv on the virtual plane
need to be calculated. The value xr is the difference

x — xc and xv can be calculated from the ratio

d
~

d + d''

The horizontal value for the transformation vector

in pixels is then

d'
*sh

1

p
(xr Xv) = -

P
Xc)

d -\- d!
(5)

with

d' = yr sin y

and is therefore coupled with the vertical trans¬

formation. The transformation varies smoothly

along a row whereas in a column discontinuous

steps occur between the banks. The transforma¬

tion depends on the detector position (d, (xc,yc))
and the detector geometry (y). The vector (xSh,^Sh)
can have a magnitude of several pixels. This can be

seen in Fig. 11 for a row (/' = 100) and a column

(/=100) at a distance of d — 200 mm. The

6
V

' ' ' I ' ' ' I

3 ; ^\ ;

[pixel] o
; ^\ ;
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Fig 11 Horizontal (a) and vertical (b) distortion transforma¬

tion functions of a tilled detector plotted for a row (j = 100)

and a column (< = 100). The tilt of the banks lead to

discontinuous steps and large distortions in the vertical

direction.
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detector origin (xu,yc) is at the center of the

detector.

The apparent size of the gaps between the six

banks depends on the specimen distance d. For

large distances (d —> oo) the gaps are the specified
4.26 pixels (0.924 mm). The gaps on the top half of

the detector are reduced as the distance gets

smaller. However, the shadow from the periphery
of the modules increases and leads to many

unusable pixels. On the bottom half the gaps open

up significantly. At d — 130 mm the effective area

of the detector is reduced by 11.5%. Using a flat

geometry with a 4.5 mm gap between the banks

(the minimal spacing of the modules of the

PILATUS IM detector) the loss would be only
11.2%. This means that the advantage of this tilted

geometry is largely compromised at experimentally
useful distances, d, while the magnitude of the

correction is significantly increased.

5. Distortion calibration

5.1. The spatial distortion algorithm

The correction of the three sources of distortion

depends on the experimental parameters, namely
the photon energy, the sample to detector distance

and the effective origin of the detector. These

parameters need to be known with high precision.
The correction procedure is the following:

(1) The ideal pixel positions (/,/') are corrected

using the displacement errors Ax,-, Ay,-, Azt, a.,

and y, (Section 4.1) leading to real pixel

positions (/r,./r).

(2) The information measured in the pixel at (/r,./r)
is corrected for the parallax effect. The angle of

incidence 9 for each pixel at the corrected

position is calculated and multiplied with the

parallax factor Fp. This corresponds to a

parallax back transformation and leads to

surface pixel positions (/s,ys). The parameter

Fp is taken from Fig. 8.

(3) The data are projected from the module

surface to the virtual plane. For this Eqs. (4)
and (5) are used with (/s,y'J as pixel positions.

Special care must be taken for pixels in the

shadow and in the gap, which do not have a

destination on the virtual plane.

The complete distortion algorithm produces dis¬

placement values (^sh'Xh) f°r eacn P'xe^ (*''/)•

These values are stored in two correction files. For

each experiment these files must be recalculated if

one of the parameters changes.
For the actual image correction, an algorithm

developed by Barna et al. is used [10]. The pixel

(/,/') is moved to the new position (/ + x[h,j + ysh).
At the destination the area overlap of the source

pixel with the pixel array in the destination image
is calculated and the intensity of the source pixel is

distributed accordingly (Fig. 12a). If the total area

of the destination pixel changes due to the

distortion, the intensity is scaled. In most cases,

(a) source -> destination

a„_ *

(b) source -> destination

Fig 12. Distortion correction of an image, (a) The intensity of

the source pixel at (i,j) is distributed into the destination pixels
around the new location at (i + x[hJ + y1^) according to the

overlap of area, (b) The modified algorithm uses a finer grid in

the destination image to better preserve the beam profile.
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the intensity is distributed into four pixels in the

destination image. The width of a photon beam

with o-beam</> will be increased to o-bcam~2/?. To

better preserve the 2D-profiles, the algorithm has

been modified in such a way that the pixel area in

the destination image is a quarter of the source

pixel area. With this modification the source pixel
matches better with the grid in the destination

images as seen in Fig. 12b. The rules for

distributing the intensity of the source pixels are

the same as in the original code. The oversampling
better preserves the single pixel signals of the

source image. The second advantage of the

algorithm is that non-responding areas of the

detector occupy almost the same area in the

destination image.

5.2. Distortion measurements and refinement with a

Tantalum mask

The standard way to correct data from imaging
devices is to measure the distortion directly. This

can be done by using a mask (usually made from a

high-Z material like Tantalum) with a matrix Mb

of well-defined holes. The images of this matrix

visualize the distortion of the detector. The

distortion of the fiber optic taper of a CCD

camera is taken as a continuous function. A spline
fit through the matrix Mb yields in a good
measurement for the displacement of each pixel
of the detector [10]. In the case of modular

detectors with discrete steps this approach does

not work. Especially, the 6" tilt angle of the

modules introduces sharp discontinuous steps in

the distortion (Fig. 1 lb). In this case a spline fit to

the mask image results in a wrong correction

matrix and therefore images of a Ta-mask cannot

be used directly for measuring the distortion of a

modular detector.

However, mask images can be used to verify the

geometrical correction algorithm. Several mask

images were recorded at the protein crystallogra¬

phy beamline X06SA with the PILATUS 1M

detector. The 0.2 mm thick Ta-mask contains a

45 x 40 array of holes of diameter of 0.2 mm with

5 mm spacings (MOO holes per module). The mask

was placed ~3cm in front of the detector. The

detector was illuminated with monoenergetic X-

rays from a fluorescent sample (Br fluorescence,

Epb = 11.92 keV, d = 130 cm). The images of the

holes were present, on average, in 4 pixels. To

reduce the inaccuracy introduced by dead pixels of

the detector, the images were taken at nine

different positions; between images the detector

was shifted by one pixel while leaving the mask

stationary. The nine images were merged into one

image to reduce the number of dead channels. This

means that a value of a pixel represents the median

of the corresponding good pixels in the source

images, or the average if only two values above

zero were measured or only one datum if data was

recorded in one image. A section of the merged

image is shown in Fig. 13a. The geometrical
distortion of the image was corrected as described

(Fig. 13b). The distortion of the matrix Mh is a

measure for the remaining distortion. For the

measurement of the distortion a correction soft¬

ware developed for CCDs by Barna et al. was

adapted [10J: the center of mass of each point of

the matrix Mb is measured and the closest perfect

grid is calculated. All points which have a dead

pixel as neighbor are rejected from the calculation.

The deviation a from the perfect grid is calculated

for each point. The average deviation for all points
is rrm[ =272 urn for the PILATUS 1M detector,

that is to say, greater than one pixel.
The mask data were used to refine the position

of the modules. The distortion within one module

is only affected by the parallax effect. The unit cell

parameter \a\ of the mask matrix Mb can therefore

be calculated for each of the 18 modules individu¬

ally: the length |«| is correlated with the position of

the module along the z-axis. The direction of d

represents the remaining rotation of the module a

and the origin of the matrix is defined by the

remaining displacement of the modules (Ax, Ay).
These module displacement parameters were

adjusted until all 18 calculated matrices converged

to the same value. Again the algorithm described

above was applied to determine the deviation of

the matrix Mb from a perfect grid. The remaining
distortion error for the detector could be reduced

to

am2 = 72 um (6)

with the refinement method.
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(a) .(b)

Fig 13 Section of the image of a Tantalum mask with a matrix of well-defined holes (dark is high intensity), (a) The distorted raw

image; (b) the same region after distortion correction of the image

5.3. Measurements of silicon and glycine powder

patterns

Another way to characterize the distortion

correction of a detector is to measure reference

crystallographic data (Fig. 14). For this experiment

powder patterns from silicon (NTST 640c) and

glycine were recorded. The capillaries holding the

powders were rotated at 180°/s to reduce texture

effects. The glycine powder produced over 50

diffraction rings, but many of them are too close

to be resolved. Therefore, 10 rings were selected for

the measurement. A raw image of the silicon

powder rings is displayed in Fig. 2. The distortion

corrected images are shown in Figs. 15a, b.

The diffraction rings were recorded with the

PILATUS 1M detector at a detector to specimen
distance of 130 ± 5 mm (silicon) and 180 ±5 mm

(glycine) with a photon energy of 12keV. The

radii of the distortion corrected rings were mea¬

sured along the ring in 0.5° steps using an

integration algorithm developed by us. The

algorithm calculates the deviation from a perfect

ring, which is a measure of the uncorrectable

spatial distortion of the data.

Fig. 14. The experimental setup at beamline X06SA of the SLS.

The X-ray photons are diffracted from the powder in

the routing capillary. The central beam is stopped by a small

piece of lead. The powder patterns are collected from the

PILATUS IM detector.

The measured deviation of the radii of

the silicon powder <rsl are listed in Table 4 and

from the glycine powder aB\Y in Table 5. The de¬

tector to specimen distance for silicon was refined
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Fig. 15. Distortion corrected images of crystallographic powder patterns (dark is high intensity), (a) Silicon powder (NIST 640C); cf.

Fig. 2. The hkl labels correspond to Table 4. (b) The distortion corrected image of glycine powder patterns. The labels correspond to

Table 5.

Table 4

Measurements of the radii of Silicon-powder rings

Reflection Nominal radius (mm) Radius ± a« (mm)

111 44.377

220 78.340

311 96.724

400 128.388

331 149.256

using the crystal parameters (Space Group Fd3m,

a — 5.431 A) and the measured radii and lead to

rfeir = 128.194 ± 0.084 mm. The nominal radii tor

silicon powder rings were then calculated (Table

4). The 400 and 331 rings for the silicon powder
and the rings number 9 and 10 of glycine were not

completely recorded with the detector. This leads

to a fluctuation of the distortion error. The

average over the spatial deviations (excluding the

incompletely recorded rings) results in

o-sj — 59 um and <rgiy = 79 urn. (?)

In three measurements the residual positional
error (Eqs. (6) and (7)) are in good agreement

and the average over these errors results in a

Table 5

Measurements of the radii of a glycine powder rings

Ring number

44.355 ± 0.067 1

78.337 ± 0.052 2

96.717 ±0.059 3

128.464 ±0.149 4

149.079 ± 0.026 5

6

7

8

9

10

Radius ± (igiy (mm)

31.183

40.037

50.865

60.955

62.843

77.274

89.621

96.088

102.316

108.088

± 0.074

± 0.076

± 0.074

± 0.088

± 0.089

± 0.088

± 0.061

± 0.082

± 0.076

± 0.095

spatial distortion error of

ä=70um = 0.31/7.

6. Conclusions and outlook

The origins of image distortion in a large area

pixel detector were fully described and have been

quantified using a synchrotron X-ray source. The

parallax effect leads to a shift of a fraction of a

pixel in the recorded photon beam position
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depending on the angle of incidence and the

photon energy. The module displacement and the

tilted architecture introduce large distortions of

the detector images. Pixels can be displaced several

pixels from their assumed positions, depending on

the specimen to detector distance. An existing
correction procedure for CCD cameras was

adapted to the special needs of the PILATUS IM

detector. The camera can be spatially corrected to

a precision of 0.31 pixel (70 urn). The 6° tilt of the

banks did not increase the effective area for

realistic experimental setups. For the development
of the next generation of pixel detectors, the large
corrections have to be taken into account to

improve the spatial distortion. A flat detector

geometry with high precision module placement
will greatly reduce the distortion of a modular

detector.
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Chapter 5

Detector Performance

5.1 Counting Statistics of Flatfield Images

5.1.1 Theoretical Counting Statistics for an Ideal Detector

The arrival of photons on the detector is a random process and Poisson distributed [30]:

977

f(k,m) = —e-m, (k = 0,1,...) (5.1)
A;!

with m being the average expectation of m measured photons. The variance of the Poisson

distribution is [36]

vai'p(m) = m . (5.2)

If p is the absorption probability, n = mp photons are registered in the counter. For counting
detectors the absorption process in the sensor is binomially distributed:

#,m)p)-^)pi(l-pr*. (5-3)

with the variance

varft(m) =- mp(l - p) . (5.4)

Considering this simple model, the convolution of the two processes determines the statistics of

counting detectors. The expected variance of the function h ~ f o g is the sum of the variance

of the function / and g (App. A):

var(m) = mp -\- mp(\ — p) . (5.5)

incident variance binomial process anting on m photons

59
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5.1.2 Statistics of Flatfleld Measurements with the PILATUS IM Detector

Using flatfield images (see section 4.2) the counting statistics of the PILATUS 1M detector were

measured as a function of the number of counts in an image. 20 flatfield images with a counting

rate of 2500 7/s/pixel were added together. Each images was recorded with an exposure time of

1 s. Because of the absence of readout noise this procedure resulted in a series of images which

have the identical counting rate but simulate longer exposure times.

From each image the variance was calculated and is shown in Figure 5.1 as a function of the

number of counts. The variance is 1.5 % above the expected ideal variance when the number of

counts is below lü4, but the deviation from the ideal variance increases significantly for higher

count states. This result indicates that counting errors, caused by the chip design fault (see

section 3.1.4), are more frequently observed in images with longer exposure times. Therefore

the quality of an intensity measurement cannot be improved by acquiring more photons with

longer exposure times with the PILATUS IM detector.
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Figure 5.1: Variance of flatfield images as a function of the number of counts in an image. The

counting rate is constant for all images. The variance (+) is < 1.5 % above the expected ideal

variance (o) as long as the number of counts does not exceed 10000, but above this counting

errors dominate.
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The frequency of occurrence of the counting errors can be measured from the flatfield im¬

ages: in the 20 images around 290 103 pixels were found, having a wrong count value outside

the range around the mean count value (2 - 5.6 • 103 counts). In addition the preferred count

value for these errors was searched. The count values of the majority of the counting errors are

evenly distributed between 1-2000 and 5600-32767 (Fig. 5.2). But the most frequent number

was zero (21100 pixels). It can be concluded that for approximately 7 % of the counting errors,

the most probable failure of the counter is a zero count state. The remaining 93 % are evenly
distributed.
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Figure 5.2: The histogram of counting errors observed in 20 flatfield images. The range of

correct counting pixels is between 2000-5600. In total 287147 errors occurred. The most

probable number is zero (21100 times), which exceeds the scale of the Figure.
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5.2 Defect Reduction

5.2.1 Permanent Dead Pixels

Several trials were needed to find a workaround for the high number of dead pixels of the

detector, seen in Figure 4.4 (page 55). The number of permanently dead pixels in images of the

PILATUS IM detector could be reduced by mounting the detector on an additional horizontal

translation stage (Fig. 5.3). Datasets were recorded twice with a detector translation of one pixel

(217 pm) in between. Merging the datasets led to a significant reduction of dead pixels. A pixel
value of a corrected image represents the average information of two measurements, the value

of one measurement if one pixel was dead or zero if both were dead.

Figure 5.3: With an additional translation stage the detector can be moved along the x-axis.

The amount of movement can be monitored by a Mitutoyo sensor at micrometer precision.

5.2.2 Counting Errors

The fact that counting errors dominate the counting statistics was already seen in the study of

flatfield images (section 5.1). As a result crystallographic experiments were not satisfactory and

more tests of the counting properties of the detector were performed. The conclusion was that

counting errors should be reduced by scanning the protein crystallography data for unreasonable

counting values.
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With the beam conditions present at the protein crystallography beamline X06SA of the

SLS, Bragg reflections of well diffracting protein crystals are recorded in about 4 pixels with the

PILATUS IM detector. Figure 5.4 shows three symmetry related reflection profiles, recorded at

different positions with the PILATUS 1M detector. For comparison, a reflection profile recorded

with a CCD is shown in Figure 5.4a. The profile is represented in a better way with the CCD

detector with smaller pixels, although the long range PSF smears the profile out. Profiles sam¬

pled with the PILATUS IM detector depend more on the incident position of the reflection, i.e.

if the center of the reflection is centered on a pixel or at the boundary between pixels. Thus,

counting errors cannot be detected in the detector plane.
The third dimension of a Bragg reflection profile is defined by the rotation angle <£> of the

crystal, i.e. the movement of the reflection through the Ewald sphere. The rocking curve of

the reflections was the basis of the scanning for counting errors. Recorded (-/»-profiles from

symmetry related reflections of a thaumatin crystal are shown in Figure 5.5. As discussed in the

previous section, counting errors can have any value (Fig. 5.2). The large number of errors with

zero count can be detected and repaired. However, the counting errors are frequently hidden in

the peak profile (Fig. 5.5d). Only errors which are clearly above or below the expected value

are detected. The wrong value is replaced by an average value of the neighboring pixel values

in the ^-profile.

5.2.3 Results

In Figure 5.6a a raw diffraction image recorded with the PILATUS IM detector is shown. As

reflections from diffraction experiments can only be integrated correctly if no dead pixel affects

the peak profile, these dead pixels reduce the usable area as seen in the magnification of the

diffraction image (Fig. 5.6b). As the flatfield correction file includes a list of pixels with high

probability of counting errors (section 4.2.2) more pixels with zero value are produced in the

correction procedure. Double sized pixels at the chip boundaries receive a higher counting rate

and thus have a higher probability to be marked as an untrusted pixel. Therefore the structure of

the modules with 16 chips can be seen in parts of the corrected image (Fig. 5.6c). In addition a

pixel with zero count state expands into 2 to 4 pixels in the corrected image due to the distortion

corrections (section 4.3). The permanent dead pixels of the detector, the untrusted pixel mask

in the flatfield correction and the distortion correction lead to 9 % randomly distributed dead

pixels in a corrected images.

By applying the two defect reduction techniques described above to the data, the corrected

image shown in Figure 5.6c was obtained. The significant reduction of the randomly distributed

dead pixels to 3% can be seen in the magnification Figure 5.6d.
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a) b)

Figure 5.4: Bragg reflection profiles are well represented when measured with a CCD detector

with small pixels of 80 x 80 pm2 (a), but only coarsely sampled with the PILATUS 1M detector

with its 217 x 217 /mi2 pixel (b-d). All four reflections are symmetry related as indicated by

the Miller indices (h. k, I) written at the top of each Figure.
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Figure 5.5: (/»-profiles of Bragg reflections recorded with the PILATUS IM detector. Counting
errors can be detected and repaired if two conditions are fulfilled: many sample points have been

acquired for the profile and the counting error is either unreasonably high or low. a) A typical

profile without error, b) Counting errors with high values (hot pixels), c) Counting errors with

zero count state (coldpixels) can be detected if the background is not vanishing, d) The peak at

dp — 5.62° was not detected by the scanning algorithm.
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Wi M
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Figure 5.6: A diffraction image of a thaumatin crystal, a) The raw image recorded with the

PILATUS IM detector at the protein crystallography beamline X06SA of the SLS. c) The cor¬

rected diffraction image. The magnifications (b and d) show the reduction of the random dis¬

tributed dead pixels which are marked white.
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5.3 Protein Crystallography with the PILATUS IM Detector

G. Hülsen, Ch. Brönnimann, E.F. Eikenberry and A. Wagner, J. Appl. Crystallogr..

The detector performance was characterized with protein crystallography experiments. To

use this new detector type, generous amounts of beam-time were allocated at the protein crystal¬

lography beamline X06SA of the SLS. First only one bank was tested and the results were used

to optimize the detector system. Finally the complete PILATUS IM detector was incorporated
in the beamline system. The experiments were especially useful for the distortion calibration

(section 4.3), which was optimized to meet the demands of these experiments.
An experimental drawback of the PILATUS IM detector system is that during an experi¬

ment only raw images are collected. The image corrections are time consuming and are per¬

formed after the data collection. Therefore no pre-analysis of the crystal can be done and thus

the quality of the crystal could only be estimated by investigating the raw images visually.
The experiments were performed with the defect reduction technique described in the pre¬

vious section. In addition to crystallographic experiments, the counting defects were studied

by recording defined spots of a tantalum mask. Both, coarse and fine (/»-sliced datasets were

recorded and analyzed with a standard crystallographic processing software.
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The PILATUS 1M detector, developed at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI), is a

single photon counting hybrid pixel detector designed for macromolecular crys¬

tallography. With more than 1 million pixels covering an area of 243 x 210 mm', it

is the largest such device constructed to date. The detector features a narrow point

spread function, very fast readout and a complete absence of electronic noise.

Unfortunately this prototype detector has numerous defective pixels and sporadic

errors in counting that complicate its operation. With appropriate experimental

design we were largely able to work around these problems and successfully

demonstrate the application of this technology to structure determination. Con¬

ventional coarse (/»-sliced data were collected on thaumatin and a refined electron

density map was produced that showed the features expected of a map at 1.6 Â

resolution. The results were compared with the performance of a reference charge-

coupled device (CCD) detector: the pixel detector is superior in speed, but showed

higher Ä-factors because of the counting errors. Complete fine (/»-sliced datasets

recorded in the continuous rotation mode showed the predicted advantages of this

data collection stiategy and demonstrated the expected reduction of fl-factors at

high resolution. A new readout chip has been tested and shown to be nol subject

to the defects of its predecessor; a PILATUS 6M detector incorporating this new

technology is under construction.

1. Introduction

Crystallography is the principal technique for determining

macromolecular structures at atomic resolution and uses advan¬

tageously the high intensity of 3rd generation synchrotron X-ray

sources (Sussman et al, 1998). Macromolecular crystallogra¬

phy experiments benefit also from excellent beamline equip¬

ment, recent software advances and modern X-ray detectors

(Grüner et al., 2002; Plaisier et al., 2003). However, the latter do

not take full advantage of the brightness of modern synchrotron
sources.

Among other attributes, an ideal detector for these experi¬
ments would have quantum limited photon detection and a short

readout time with no readout noise. Hybrid pixel array detectors,

originally developed for high energy physics experiments, have

the potential to meet these requirements (Gemme, 2003; Sehnet-

zer, 2003). The technology of these detectors features a two

dimensional array of p-n diodes connected to a readout chip
which is designed in complementary metal oxide semiconduc¬

tor (CMOS) technology. In the design reported here, each pixel
in the readout chip has a low noise amplifier, a comparator and

a digital counter. X-rays are recorded in single photon counting
mode and data thus are stored digitally at the earliest possible

stage. This architecture leads to several advantages over current

detectors:

• The quantum efficiency (Q.E.) of the detector is limited

only by the absoiption properties of the sensor. The Q.E.

of a 300 //,nt silicon sensor is 0.98 for 8 keV (1.5 Â) X-

rays, near the ideal limit of 1.0, but decreases for higher

X-ray energies (0.73 for 12 keV ( 1.0 A) X-iays).

• No detector noise is added to the signal.
• Readout time is reduced to a few milliseconds.

• The counting rates are matched to beam intensities at

protein crystallography beamlines at 3rd generation syn¬

chrotrons.

• The detectoi is not sensitive to X-rays during readout;

therefore no mechanical shutter is required.
• The detector has a very sharp point spread function (PSF)

of one pixel, which allows better resolution of adjacent

reflections.

• Low energy X-rays can be suppressed by the comparator.

The technology also introduces some disadvantages. First, to

cover a large area, a pixel detector is built of individual modules

between which a small region is insensitive to X-rays (Fig. 1).

Second, counting detectors have rate limitations, in contrast to

integrating detectors, such as CCD detectors or integrating pixel
detector designs (Renzi et ai, 2002). Third, the better spatial
resolution due to the sharp PSF is compromised by larger sized

pixels. However, in crystallographic experiments the separation

of reflections can be increased by a larger sample to detector

distance, thus requiring a larger number of pixels to acquire a

high number of reflection orders. The larger distance reduces

isotropic background radiation, falling off by Mr1, and therefore

increases the signal to background ratio.

/ Appl Cryst (200ft) 0, 000-000 C.Hulsenera/ Crystallogiaphy with PILAIUS1M 1
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rigure 1

I he Pilatus IM di.tct.toi I he sensitive stirt ne ot the detei tor is provided by l S individual modules Ihe modules are tilted by 6" mcl do overl ip

PILATLrS 1M, the inst huge aiea pixel detectot, was designed
foi the piotcin ciystallogiaphy beamline X06SA ol the Swiss

Light Source (SLS) at PSI The detectoi covets an aiea ot

24?x2IOmm2 with I 120x967pixels(I ig I) Itopeiatcsin sin

gle photon counting mode at loom tempeiatuie and has noise

tiee icadout in less than 5 9 ms A desciiption ot the dctcctoi is

given in (Bioenmmantw?«/ 2005) The pt ototype detectoi sut

fers fiom two types ot detects (1) it contains a high numbei ol

dead pixels and (u) the digital countei can switch into a landom

count state because ot a subtle design fault (App A) Despite
these detects, which could be hugely ovcicomc by appiopnate

measuiing techniques the detectoi has been successfully used

foi piotcin crystallogiaphy and its potential could be demon

stiatcd In addition to conventional coaisc o sliced experiments,
fine <> sliced datasets wete lecoided In the absence of teadout

noise the lattci technique is proposed to impiove data quality
(Dautci & Wilson 2001) And the shoit readout tune deueases

the time needed to collect datasets ot seveial thousand images

The lesults of expeiunenis peiloimed with the PII ATUS IM

dctcctoi weie compaied to the pertoimance of two CCD detec

fois (Mai CCD 165 and Mai CCD225, Mai USA Inc
,
Fvanston

II USA)

11 Advantages of fine ^-slicing

One impoitant step in the analysis of dilti action data is to sep

aiate the net intensity ol the lecoided Biagg leflections fiom the

backgiound tadiation The mtegtated intensity, / ot a leflection

is the sum of counts ol the pixels in the peak icgion P, less the

backgiound B I he backgiound undei the leflection is estimated

in the- iccoidcd images horn neat by pixels in the two dimen

sions ol the detectoi plane and fiom pixels ol the peak legion

at difteicnt lotation angles, o ot the ciystal lhe boundaiy

between backgiound and peak icgion is found by fitting a thiee

dimensional piofile lo the leflection (Diamond 1969, Ross

mann 1979) I he leflection piofile is usually well lepiesented in

the dctcctoi plane but the locking cuive, i e the o piofile of the

leflection, is only coaiscly sampled as lllusliated in Ftguie 2a

With the laige mtation incicmcnt A<> ol typically I /image,
the leflection is lecoided in one image and the peak position is

pooily defined in this dimension Because the leflection moves

slightly in the two dimensions of the detectoi plane as it passes

thiough the Ewald sphete (Pflugiath 1999) the boundary of

backgiound and peak icgion is not well defined in all thiee

dimensions Iheietoie the piofiles aie not fitted at the piecise

position ol the teflections A huge lotation increment minimizes

the numbei ot images ol a dataset Howevei leflections must

not oveilap in the plane ot the detector In fine o slicing expei i

ments the locking cuive ol the teflection is sampled moie finely

(1 ig 2b) and thus the position of the leflection is much bettei

defined In pnnciple the totation inclement A<> should be con

sideiably stnallei than the width ot the locking cuive, a ,
and it

is iccommcnded (Kabsch, 200s») to set the lotation inclement to

Ao~ a (I)
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Figure 2

Rocking curve ol a Bragg reflection passing through the liwald sphere with a width cr,p 0 1° a) The intensity of the reflection is sampled in one image with a

rotation increment Ai/> 1 °/image b) With finer sampling the position ol the relleclion is much better defined and less background is included in the integration

The width of the rocking curve is usually expressed by the

mosaicity of the crystal, which is the width of the reflecting

range, as defined in (Kabsch, 1988). Throughout this paper we

follow this definition of the crystal mosaicity. In fine <r/>sliced
data the mosaicity can be deduced from the standard deviation

of the rocking curve as shown in Figure 2b and in this case is

0.1°. As the rocking curve is not available in coarse 0-sliced

experiments, the mosaicity, reported by crystallographic inte¬

gration programs, is a refinement parameter. In the example
shown in Figure 2 the rotation increment should be, according
to equation 1, around 0.02°/image.
A minimum amount of background should be included in the

integration because the variance of the background is added to

the variance of the intensity of the Bragg reflection. As the mea¬

surement of X-rays is Poisson distributed, the standard deviation

of the estimation of m photons is

aim) im (2)

The standard deviation of the reflection intensity / = /(/>, B) is

o(I) = VPTb . (3)

The quality of the measurement can be defined by the ratio of

the intensity to its standard error Ilrr(I):

Ila(I)
I

VFTb
(4)

Therefore the accuracy of a measurement is higher for lower

background. In the first example described above, background
from the left and right side of the reflection is unnecessarily
included in the peak intensity (Fig. 2a) whereas in the fine <j>-

sliced experiment this background can be excluded (Fig. 2b).

Another consequence of equation 4 is that high intensity reflec¬

tions are less affected by background than low intensity reflec¬

tions. Finer ^-slicing should therefore especially increase the

data quality of weak reflections in the high resolution shells,

which should increase the quality of the structure determina¬

tion. Furthermore, small anomalous differences, important for

phasing in multiple- or single-wavelength anomalous diffraction

experiments, would be measured with higher accuracy.

If pixels are significantly larger than the width of the reflec¬

tion in the detector plane, unnecessary background is also col¬

lected. The background should in this case be decreased by

increasing the specimen to detector distance, but this may

require a larger detector.
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Figure 3

Typical line 0-shecd profile on a logarithmic scale of a Bragg retlcclion as n passes through the Ewald sphere as measured with the PILATUS IM detector with

Ai/i = 0.02°/image. The profile was redrawn to illustrate the confinuous samplmg rotaüon mode of the detector: the dead time of 5.9 ms (not to scale), due to the

readout of an image, leads to a 0.59 % reduction of the measured mlensily lor the 1 s exposures. The sampling theorem ensures that the t/>-profile can be reconstructed

with full accuracy from the fine ^-sliced data. The dead time between exposures therefore does not represent any loss of information.

1.2. Continuous sample rotation mode

Readout noise, added to each image by most detector tech¬

nologies, prohibits fine ^-sliced experiments (Pflugrath, 1999).

In addition, a long dead time, t,i, makes these experiments very

time consuming because the number of images is significantly
increased. For many widely used detectors tj is a few seconds

and is the sum of the readout time, the time needed for shutter

synchronization and the data transfer time.

With the PILATUS IM detector these experiments are per¬

formed using a novel data collection mode at synchrotrons: the

crystal rotation is started and images are continuously recorded

using the electronics of the detector as the shutter. Thus, the dead

time of experiments with this detector is equal to its very short

readout time and the utilization of both the detector and the X-

ray source is significantly increased. Furthermore synchroniza¬
tion with a mechanical shutter is no longer needed. However,

without shutter operation the sample is not protected against
radiation damage during the dead time. Therefore t,i should be

small, as is the case for the PILATUS IM detector. Figure 3

shows a fine sampled </>-profile of a reflection recorded with

the PILATUS IM detector in this data collection mode. Detec¬

tor dead time scales the intensity but does not change the pro¬

file shape as long as enough sample points have been acquired

(Eq. 1 ). Thus, fine ^-slicing ensures that the 0-profiles can be

reconstructed with full accuracy.

The time needed for experiments using the PILATUS IM

detector in this data collection mode or a CCD detector

(Mar CCD 165) can be compared. The PILATUS IM detector

has a readout time of 5.9 ms and no additional time is needed

in the continuous sample rotation mode. With an exposure time

of 1 s, 1.4 h are needed to perform a fine f/>-sliced experiment
with 5000 images and a conventional coarse 0-sliced dataset

with 180 images is collected in 3 min. The CCD detector is nor¬

mally operated with an overhead of 2.5 s. The synchronization
of the shutter and goniometer adds approximately 0.5 s to this

time, leading to a dead time of 3 s for this CCD detector. Thus,

the fine </>-slicing experiment takes five hours and the coarse

(/»-slicing experiment is finished in 12 min, using the identical

exposure time of 1 s.

2. Methods

2.1. Experimental setup

All the data presented here were collected at the protein crys¬

tallography beamlines X06SA and XI OSA of the SLS. The X-

ray wavelength was 1.0 Â and the exposure times were 1 s,

unless otherwise noted. Since the flux was too high for fine <j>-

sliced experiments with this exposure time, the X-ray intensity

was reduced by filters and beam confining slits to 2 % of the ini¬

tial beam intensity. The PILATUS 1M detector was mounted on

G 1 liiht-n et al Crystallography with PILATUS IM /. Appl. Cryst. (2006). 0, 000-000



an additional translation stage, allowing honzontal positioning
ot the detectoi to micion piecision, petpendiculai to the cen

tial beam dnection The diffraction data weic collected fiom

flash tio7cn ( 100 K) thaumatin and insulin ciystals, obtained as

descnbed in (Schulze Bliese et al, 2005) Foi the cxpeiimeiits

pei toi med with the pixel detectoi two thaumatin ciystals (# I and

#2) fiom the same batch weie used One thaumatin ciystal (#?)

gtown undei the same conditions liom a dilfeient batch and one

cubic Zn tiee insulin crystal (#4, space gioup 72^, crystal size

180 x 180 x 140 /nn') weie used in the expeitments with the

CCD detectoi s In a fine <> sliced expenment the insulin ciystal
was 5 times scanned The lotation inciement and exposuie time

was decieased successively (0 5,0 25 0 1 and 0 05 /image with

10, 5, 2 and 1 s/image) 1 he fust scan was lepeated at the end

to monitoi possible degiadation ot the ciystal dunng the cxpen

ment Thus, the angulai îolation speed and the flux ot the beam

is constant foi all 5 scans

loi flatfleld calibiation, the detectoi was placed 90 with

lespect lo the cential beam dnection to minimize patterns in the

flatfield image, caused by scattenng ot mechanical paits At this

position the detectoi sut lace was illuminated with fluoiescence

light ( I 0 À) fiom a solution of KBi The images weie collected

at a sample to dctcctoi distance ot 125 mm because the geome

tiy ot the PII AT US IM detectoi causes this calibiation to wotk

best when the distance is the same as that used in the crystallo

giaphic expenments

2.2 Data correction and processing

Attet the expenments the images of the PILATUS 1M detec

tor aie collected foi flatfield inhomogeneity t ach image is mul

tiplied with an intensity cahbialion file, i e flatfield conected

(Baina et al 1999, Bioennimann et al, 2004) The calibiation

file also blanks out uniehably counting pixels, lesulting in 9 7c

dead pixels m a collected image

The images need to be conected loi spatial distoilion (Hülsen

et al, 2005) Within a module ot the detectoi the pixel positions

aie accuiate to sub micion precision because the sensoi is tab

ncatcd with photohthogtaphic piocesses As the 100 pm silicon

sensoi is much thicket than the thin phosphoi scteens ot CCD

detectors (~ 30 //m), a considciable paiallax effect distoits the

images A paiallax back ttanstoimation is earned out to detei

mine the impinging position on the sensoi surface A second

soin ce ot distoition is the mechanical deviation of the modules

liotn then assumed positions iheretoie the pixel positions of

each module aie adjusted to the leal position in space A 6'

tilt ot the modules cteates a shingled sutlaee ot the detectoi

To piocess the data with standaid ciystallographic software the

detectoi suiface is projected onto a virtual plane in tiont ot the

detectoi I he paiallax effect and the detectoi geometiy lequue

collection files foi each expeiimental setup Aftei the distoition

collection, the standaid deviation ot the pixel position fiom a

pei feet gnd is 0 31 pixels
1 he active aiea ot the PU ATUS IM detectoi is teduced by

the insensitive aieas between modules In addition, dead pix

els aie landomly distnbuted in the detectoi aiea In Figuie 4a

/ Appl Cm/'./ (200ti) 0 000-UllO
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a section of a dilliaction image lecoided with the pixel dctec

toi is shown I he dead pixels aie maiked white As leflections

horn dit (taction expenments can only be uitegiated cotiectly it

no dead pixel affects the peak piofile, these dead pixels lcducc

the usable aiea significantly iheicfoic datasets weie lecoided

twice lust the total lotation tange was scanned and aftei the

dctcctoi translation, the second dataset was lecoided 1 he dctcc

lot was ttanslated by one pixel (217 //m) using the hon/onlal

tianslatton stage By meigmg the two datasets, the dead aiea

caused by pixel defects could be îeduced to 3 rk A pixel value

of the conected image (1 ig 4b) îepiesents the aveiage mfoima

tion ot two measuicmcnts the value of one measuiement it one

pixel was dead oi zeio it both weie dead

a) I'

figure 4

\ section ol i detraction image ol a lhaumaun crystal iciordcd with the PII \

IIJS IM dUtUor i) Hie nw imi«L wilh dead pixels (maikid white) Retlu

lions with such pixels in the neighborhood musl bt excludt-d Iroin Ihc milysis

b) Ilk, corrected image shows that dead pixtls are suucsslully reduiul by the

InnsI ilion proet-durt ol lh<_ delcctor
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Figure 5

0-profiles of Rragg reflection recorded with the PILATUS IM detector, a) A typical reflection profile without error, b-e) Random counüng errors can be detected

and corrected if two conditions arc fulfilled: many sample points have been acquired for the profile and the counting error is either unreasonably high or low. d) The

outlier at 4> = 5.62° was not detected by the semiautomatic algorithm.

Fine </>-sliced datasets could in addition be corrected for

random counting errors (App. A). This is essential for these

experiments because the significantly longer total exposure time

increases the number of counting errors in the data. The errors

can be detected to a certain degree in the çi-profiles of Bragg
reflections (Fig. 5). A semiautomatic algorithm was developed
which scans through the data and removes many of these errors.

Each (^-profile is fitted to an average reflection profile in all three

dimensions. Detected outliers are replaced by an average value

of the neighboring pixels. Despite this routine, an unknown

number of errors remain, which cannot be detected (Fig. 5d).

Using the XDS package (Kabsch, 1988; Kabsch, 1993) the

datasets were indexed and the intensities of the reflections cal¬

culated and scaled. This crystallographic analysis package has

been revised and could successfully analyze the large datasets

of the fine ei-sliced experiments.
The quality of the datasets is expressed in the reliability fac¬

tor, or /?-factor, which is defined as (Drenth, 1994)

R
Em-/ Er \<i>-i>hkl,i\

Lmerge (5)
hkl 2^i lhU,i

where /Wii is the intensity of the ith reflection out of a set

of symmetry related reflections hkl with multiplicity «/,*/. The

ratios 11er (I) are another indication for the quality of a dataset.

3. Experimental results and discussion

3.1. Coarse </>-sliced experiments

A conventional coarse 0-sliced experiment on a thaumatin

(crystal #1) was performed with the PILATUS IM detector at

beamline X06SA. A rotation range of 120° was measured using
a rotation increment of 0.5°/image. Table 1 summarizes the

results of the experiment.
The pixel detector collected the data with a completeness of

99.9 %. This value could only be achieved by the translation

technique described above. Loss of reflections, due to the insen¬

sitive area between the modules, was no problem for this high

symmetry crystal. The standard deviation of the reflection posi¬
tion (rjspol — 0.5 pixels) indicates that images could be spa¬

tially distortion corrected to a sufficient degree. The value below

10 % for the reliability factor shows that the defects of the proto¬

type could be successfully compensated by the correction pro¬

cedures. But the low value of 13 for the signal to noise ratio

indicates that counting errors affect the data quality.

6 G. Hülsen et til. Crystallography with PTLA [US 1M /. Appl. Cryst. (2006). 0, 000-000
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Figure 6

Stereo plot ol a section ol the electron density map ol Ihaurnatm aller refinement

From the data obtained, the structure of the protein could

be solved by molecular replacement using a structure model

obtained by sulfur single anomalous dispersion (S-SAD) at

beamline X06SA (Wagner, 2005). The subsequent isotropic
refinement of the thaumatin structure against the measured

diffraction data with the Crystallography & NMR system (CNS)

(Brunger et ai, 1998) led to reasonable statistics (Table 1). In

Figure 6 a stereo plot of a section of the electron density map
after the refinement is shown (blue: 2F„ Fc; red: F0 - Fc; 2a

contour level; Fn are observed and Fc calculated structure fac¬

tors). The map is relatively noisy, but shows all the features

expected at 1.6 A resolution.

The experiment was repeated with the Mar CCD165 detector,

usually installed at the beamline X06SA, using identical exper¬

imental parameters but a different thaumatin crystal (#3). This

crystal did not diffract as well as the one used in the experi¬
ment with the pixel detector. This can be seen in the lower com¬

pleteness of 68.4 % in the highest resolution shell. However,

the reliability factor and the signal to noise ratio of the dataset is

moi e than a factor of two better for the CCD detector. This result

shows that with the counting errors higher quality intensity mea¬

surements with the PILATUS IM detector are not possible.

3.2. Fine ^-sliced experiments

Fine ^-sliced datasets, containing 5200 images were collected

with the PILATUS IM detector at beamline X06SA. The total

rotation range of 104° was measured with a rotation increment

of 0.02°/image. After the correction procedure (section 2.2),

the mosaicity of the thaumatin crystal (#2) was determined by
XDS to be 0.2°, which corresponds well with the value of 0 17°

deduced from the rocking curve shown in Figure 3. To fulfill

equation 1, the rotation increment of the dataset was reduced to

0.04°/image. This was done by adding pairs of images and scal¬

ing the resulting images down by a factor of two. Because of

the absence of readout noise this procedure resulted in a dataset

which is identical to an experiment with a rotation increment of

0.04°/image. Two more datasets were prepared by adding sets

of 5 and 25 images together with an appropriate scaling factor.

The thiee resulting datasets thus have oscillation ranges of 0.04,

0.1 and 0.5°/image.

(blue 2i"0 — Tc, 2cr contour level, red 1
0
— 11, 2a)

The reliability factors as a function of the resolution shell are

shown in Figure 7 and a summary of the finest and the coars¬

est dataset is listed in Table 2. Compared with the performance
of the detector in the conventional coaise 0-sliced experiment

(Table 1 ) the overall Ä-factor of the finest dataset (0 047image)
differs by only 0.7 %. The higher number of counting errors due

to the significant increase in exposuie time could be success¬

fully compensated by the correction algorithm (section 2.2), The

10 % better Ä-factor in the highest resolution shell indicates that

weak reflections were much better acquired, which can however

also be influenced by a difference in crystal quality.

Compared within the summed datasets, the data in the high
îesolution shells was considerably improved (Fig. 7). The dif-

feience of the Rm^t f°' the finest and the coarsest dataset is

10 % in the highest resolution shell No significant improvement
is obseived in the low resolution shells. Thus, the fine ei-sliced

data demonstrate the beneficial effect of this data acquisition
mode for weak reflections in the high resolution shells.

Table 1

Results ol the analysis ol thaumatin daur tor the coarse ^-sliced experiments

using two detector systems and a rotation increment Atj> = 0 5°/image The

performance of the detectors in the highest resolution shell is listed in paren¬

theses No refinement of the CCD-data was performed

Detector PIT ATUS IM Mar CCD 165

Crystal #1 #3

Crystal size |/tm| 300 < 150 x 100

Space group 92 (Mi 2 |2)
Unit cell a, c [A] 57 50, 150 89 57 78, 150 06

Diltracuon slauslics

Resolution | A | 70-16(1 7-16)

Completeness | "A \ 09 0 (99 9) 94 8 (68 4)

Unique reflections 34 320 (5 579) 32 580 (3 817)

Total observed 25X324(41 040) 300 251 (29 070)

Redundancy 7 53 (7 36) 9 22 (7 62)

rr,po, | pixel | 0 50 0 32

Rmerge [%] 9 5 ( 36 0) 4 6(13 0)

Mean Ilu(I) 13 02(5 17) 33 78(13 35)

Refinement statistics

Rcryst [%], working set 194

Rtres [%h free set 21 2
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Table 2

Results ol the analysis ot thaumatin data for the fine r/>-sliced experiments with the PILATUS IM detector Ihe performance ot the detector in the highest resolution

shell is listed in parentheses The images with a rotation increment A<^ 0 02°/image were summed to give images with rotation increments equivalent to 0 5 and

0.04°/tmage, respectively (see also Figure 7 and text)

AtAr/imagel 0.5 0.1 0 04

Crystal

Crystal si/e [/im]

Space group

Unit cell a, c [A]

Ddlraetion statistics

Resolution [A]

Completeness \%\

Unique reflections

Total observed

Redundancy

<r,pot I pixel I

Rmerge [%]

Mean Ih(I)

57 60, 151 11

99.9 (99.8)

34 377 (5 589)

218 721 (30 239)

6.36(5 41)

0 59

11 8 (34 0)

13 09(5 67)

#2

300 x 150 x 100

92(^4,212)
57 55, 150 86

70- 16(1.7- 16)

99 9(100 0)

34 393 (5 599)

245 350 (39 074)

7 13(6 99)

0.64

10 2 (26 2)

13 28(7 04)

57 55, 150.81

99 9(100 0)

34 393 (5 599)

245 416(39 314)

7 14 (7 02)

0 74

10 2(24 2)

12 36 (7 24)

The reduction of the rotation increment per image leads to

an increase in the effect of readout noise in data from CCD

detectors. To verify this, a total rotation range of 30° was mea¬

sured 5 times with one insulin ciystal (#4) at beamline X10SA.

The results of this experiment performed with the Mar CCD225

detector are shown in Figure 8. The comparison between the

performance of the two detectors reveal the principle differ¬

ences of the two detector types: it can be seen that the advan¬

tages of finer slicing are compromised by the îeadout noise of

the CCD, which leads to a significant increase of the Ä-factors

for smaller rotation increments, especially in the high resolu¬

tion shells. This result is not caused by the degradation of the

ciystal which can be seen by comparing the first with the last

scan. Furthermore, at the protein crystallography beamlines of

the SLS shutter synchronization does not introduce any difficul¬

ties in data collection. This could be verified by inspection of the

XDS analysis of the data. The mosaicity of the crystal (^-0.1°)
would require a A<j> equal to 0.02°/image. But with the high R-

factors already obtained at 0.05°/image, a further reduction of

the rotation increment for finer 0-slicing was not performed.

4. Conclusions and outlook

The PILATUS IM detector is the first large area silicon pixel
detector designed for macromolecular crystallography. The per¬

formance of the detector was successfully investigated with

crystallographic experiments. One important advantage of this

detector is its fast readout time: conventional crystallographic
datasets can be collected in less than 3 min. The dead pixels of

the prototype could be largely compensated by detector transla¬

tion: with this technique a completeness of 99.9 % was achieved

for a high symmetry crystal. No limiting effect of the insensitive

area between modules of the detector was found. The analysis of

the crystallographic data shows that with the correction proce¬

dures reasonable Ä-factors could be obtained, but random count¬

ing etTors affect the data quality. However, the structure of the

protein could be solved and the refined electron density map is

of good quality.
The theoretically predicted advantages of finer rotation incre¬

ments have been verified. In contrast to data from CCD detec¬

tors, the quality of the high resolution data was largely increased

by using a rotation increment smaller than the mosaic spread of

the crystal. The duration of the experiments could be reduced by

operating with continuous sample rotation, without mechanical

shutter.

The analysis of the PILATUS IM performance provided criti¬

cal information for the development of the next generation pixel
detector system. The readout chip of the new detector will be

replaced by the significantly improved design of the PILATUS II

chip. Outstanding data quality should be achieved, because the

defects of the prototype chip have been eliminated in the new

readout chip. A PILATUS 6M detector incorporating this new

technology is under construction. With an expected framing rate

of ~ 10 Hz fine (^-sliced datasets can be recorded in the same

time as conventional coarse 0-suced datasets are currently col¬

lected with CCD detectors. Furthermore, conventional datasets

potentially can be collected in a few seconds in the continuous

rotation mode, depending on the experimental conditions.

Appendix A

Random counting errors

Because of a property of the counter design, random count¬

ing errors are possible when two X-ray photons arrive on a pixel
within a short time interval, e.g. between t[ and ?2- Below that

interval the pixel electronics cannot resolve the two events and

count a single event; at longer intervals the electronics can sep¬

arate the events clearly. X-ray arrival times follow the interval

distribution (Evans, 1955). With a mean rate of photon arrival

events per pixel, a [7/s/pixel], the average interval between

events is \la. The probability that the duration of a particular
interval will be between / and t -\ dth

dP, = ae-'"dt (6)

8 Hülsen et al. Crystallogiaphy with PILATUS IM /. Appl. Cryst. (2006). 0, 000-000
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Figure 7

Rmerge for daiasets wilh decreasing rotation mcremenLs A</> collected wilh the PILATUS IM detector. A thaumatin crystal was scanned with A4' — 0,02°/image. The

figure displays the quality of this dataset summed to larger rotation increments. The quality increases wilh finer rotation increment.
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Figure 8

Rmergc for experiments with decreasing rotation increments A(/> performed with the CCD detector An insulin crystal was scanned 5 times. The last scan (dashed line)

with Atji equal to the first scan shows the degradation of the crystal, the quality of the dataset decreases wilh liner i/i-slicing.
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If N intervals are measured with q pixels, the number of inter¬

vals, nc, between ty and t2 is

nr. = Nq j ae-'"dt
,

(7)
Jt,

= Nq(e-a,! -e~ah) , (8)

« Nqa(t2 - h ) ,
at < 1

. (9)

If the probability is p that the counter switches into a random

count state for a time interval between t\ and t2, then the num¬

ber of counting errors in an image is

n,, — pni: . (10)

In a homogeneously illuminated image of the PILATUS IM

detector with als exposure and an average counting rate of a =

2300 7/s/pixel, n? = 50 • 103 counting errors were detected (5 %

of the pixels). The time interval in which counting errors are

likely is estimated from chip design simulations to be between

t\ — 450 ns and h = 650 ns. Thus, in the exposure described

above nc = 2300 x 106 x 2300 x (650 - 450) 10~9 « 106

(Eq. 9) and the probability, p, for a counting error is approxi¬

mately 0.05.

For very low X-ray rates (background) a negligible number

of counting errors occur (nc, = 16 for a = 40 7/s/pixel), but an

increasing number of counting errors occur at higher rates, as in

strong reflections with several 1000 7/s/pixel.
Due to the counting errors, it is observed that the variance

of intensity measurements for the prototype pixel detector is far

above the theoretical expectation. To simulate crystallographic
measurements under contiolled conditions the following 'mask'

experiment was performed. A 0.2 mm thick tantalum mask with

a square matrix of 0.2 mm diameter holes on 5 mm centers was

moved to 5 different positions in front of the detector. Images of

the holes were recorded with the detector at each position of the

mask. After image correction (section 2.2) the intensities of all

spots were measured. The 5 intensities of each spot measured

at the 5 mask positions were evaluated for mean and standard

deviation. Spots contaminated by proximity to dead pixels were

excluded from the analysis.
As discussed in the section 1.1, the standard deviation of an

X-ray measurement follows equation 2. A factor 7/ can be intro¬

duced to compare the theoretical standard deviation with the

standard deviation of experimental measurements:

a(m) = 'rjsfm . (11)

For a quantum limited detector the factor q is unity. But the

mask experiment verified that counting errors dominate mea¬

surements with the PILATUS IM detector: the factor q is 7.5

for counting rates below 1000 7/s/pixel and increases for higher

counting rates. The origin of this problem is fully understood

and has been solved by a redesign of the readout chip. This

PILATUS II chip has a special logic which prohibits counting

errors. Measurements have shown that a pixel can count more

than 1.5 106 7/s/pixel without counting errors.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

Detector Development, Calibration and Test

The PILATUS IM detector is the first large area silicon pixel detector for macromolecular crys¬

tallography. After approximately five years of development this prototype could be assembled

and tested. The dominant part of the work presented here was to build the detector. The de¬

fects of the prototype were analyzed and the system was calibrated. Finally, crystallographic

experiments were performed and the collected data were successfully processed and analyzed.

First, the DMILL wafers were screened for good readout chips. Unfortunately an average

number of 4.7 % defective pixels were found even in good chips; the best chip found had

approximately 100 dead pixels (~ 3 %). The different steps of the bump bonding process

could be experimentally optimized. Most of the modules have only 0.05 % bump defects. The

4.75 % dead pixels, randomly distributed in the active area of the detector, cause problems when

recording sharp Bragg reflections in crystallographic experiments. This type of detector defect

could be partially compensated by shifting the detector by one pixel between exposures. With

this technique the requirement for high completeness of the data was always achieved.

Already within the production phase, the counting performance of the detector was inves¬

tigated. The most valuable information was extracted from flatfield measurements, with the

important result that counting errors were the dominating source of problems of the prototype.

The experiments showed that at this stage of the development the detector performance was not

limited by the physical quantum limit, but by the above mentioned drawbacks. This problem
could be bypassed by a high redundancy of the measurements. This can either be obtained by

repeated measurements or fine (-/»-slicing crystallographic experiments. The former technique
was successfully used by our collaborators at SPring-81, whereas the latter will be discussed

below.

The detector was trimmed for threshold variations, calibrated for individual pixel response

and was corrected for spatial distortions. The adjustments of the thresholds was done with a

calibration signal sent to each pixel and the wide distribution of 140 electrons could be signif¬

icantly narrowed to 42 electrons. This result is biased by the fact that the verification of the

'Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute, 1-1-1 Koulo, Mikazuki-cho, Sayo-gun, Hyogo 679-5198,

Japan
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calibration was done with the internal signal, which is not constant across the readout chip. An

even better calibration can be obtained by trimming the detector directly with monochromatic

X-rays of energy equal to the target threshold.

For the individual X-ray response of each pixel a well developed calibration technique for

CCD detectors was adopted. The real pixel response was measured by a flatfield illumination. It

has been shown that some modules have a distinctive pattern with higher and lower responding

areas. These patterns together with the usual variation in pixel response could be adjusted.

The three sources of spatial distortions of the detector were analyzed. The parallax effect

is the smallest contribution for the overall distortion of an image. Bragg reflections are shifted

by a fraction of a pixel, depending on the angle of incidence and on the photon energy. As an

example, for a photon energy of 12 keV, reflections recorded under a high angle of incidence

(~ 50°) are shifted by approximately 0.5 pixel. The effect was simulated and for a given en¬

ergy a parallax factor could be calculated. This simulated dependency could be verified with

an experiment. A parallax back transformation was developed using the parallax factor for a

calculated angle of incidence.

The mechanical mounting of the modules into the detector frame introduces a deviation of

a pixel position from its assumed position. This deviation is a composition of all mechanical

mounting steps during the detector construction: the silicon hybrid with the sensor is glued
onto the module, which is screwed on the bank and the bank itself is mounted on the detector

base plate. Between modules within a bank the mounting is precise to a fraction of a pixel

(±48 pm). Between banks the spacing is smaller then assumed, but with a much higher vari¬

ation (±302 pm). The varying amount of glue between the silicon assembly and the MCB

as well as between the MCB and the module base leads to a variation of the sensor height of

±249 pm. The sensors are well aligned and only slightly rotated in the detector plane.

The largest distortion is, however, caused by the tilt of the modules. The tilt of the modules

was measured to be 5.83±0.08u. This architecture was chosen to reduce the inter-bank spacing,
but this is only true for large distances. In the top half of the detector the gap is nearly elimi¬

nated at typical experimental detector to specimen distances (< 200 mm), but shadows of the

overlying modules lead to unusable pixel rows. In the bottom half no X-rays are blocked by the

module periphery, but the apparent gap is significantly larger in comparison to the inter-bank

spacing, measured perpendicular to the detector plane. At a typical detector distance, many

pixels are displaced by more than 2 mm whereas at large distances the influence of the bank tilt

is negligible. The conclusion is that the bank tilt does not reduce the insensitive area between

banks at typical experimental detector distances. However, the correction procedures needed

for this detector architecture have been developed and shown to work properly.
The distortion correction procedures developed for CCD X-ray detectors are based on

the fact that image distortions are smoothly varying across the sensor surface. Images of a

mask display this continuous distortion and can be used to calculate correction files. For the

PILATUS IM detector only the parallax effect meets this demand. Both the mechanical and

the bank tilt are discontinuous distortions. Correction files are therefore calculated using the

measurements of the detector geometry and the parameters of the experimental situation.

All three contributions of the distortion depend on the position of the detector with respect

to the sample and primary beam. Thus the correction file must be recalculated for each experi¬
mental detector position and photon energy with the procedures developed in this work. After

the distortion correction, mask and crystallographic images display the residual spatial error of
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the PILATUS IM detector. The distortion correction procedure was optimized and the spatial
distortion error of the corrected images is only 0.31 pixel (70 pm).

The performance of the detector was successfully investigated with crystallographic exper¬

iments. The outstanding advantage of this prototype in comparison to commercially available

CCD detectors is its fast readout time: conventional crystallographic datasets can be recorded

in less than 3 min whereas it takes 15 min with a typical CCD system. The shifting technique

provides a large usable active area without randomly distributed pixel defects. Therefore the

large number of reflections needed for the structure calculation can be acquired. A complete¬
ness of 99.9 % was achieved for high symmetry crystals. No limiting effect of the insensitive

area between modules of the detector on the completeness was observed.

The analysis of the crystallographic data shows that the reliability-factors (R-factors) for

this prototype were rather high. No overall R-factor smaller than 9 % was found. R-factors

obtained in identical experiments with state of the art CCD-detectors are on average a factor of

two better. This is also true for the signal to noise ratio. The advantage of the noise-free single

photon counting data collection is compromised by a high number of random counting errors

in the Bragg reflections. However, from the data the protein structure could be refined and the

calculated electron density map is of good quality and shows all the features expected at the

measured resolution.

The theoretically predicted advantages of finer rotation increments were verified. In contrast

to data from CCD detectors, the quality of the high resolution data could be increased by using
a rotation increment smaller than the mosaic spread of the crystal. Counting errors could be

detected in the (/»-profile of the reflection in these experiments. An algorithm was developed,
which scans through the dataset and corrects detected counting errors. However, counting errors

can only be found if the value is significantly different from the expected value. Furthermore,

the long duration of the total exposure time, due to the increase in number of images, leads to a

significant increase in the number of counting errors. However, by using a counting error cor¬

rection algorithm, similar data quality was achieved for fine and coarse (/»-sliced experiments.
The duration of the experiments could be reduced by operating with a novel data collection

technique for protein crystallography at synchrotrons: the continuous sample rotation technique
without mechanical shutter. Although a framing rate of only 1 Hz was used for the experiments,
datasets consisting of 9000 images could be recorded within 2.5 h.

My contribution to the project

The detector was designed and constructed by the detector development group of the SLS at

PSI during the years 1997 to 2003. I was involved in most of the steps of the production after

starting my work in the year 2000, but also in the following tests and analysis of the detector:

• Development of the PILATUS I (SLS06) chip test station and screening of the 24 DMILL

wafers.

• Debugging and screening of the electronic boards.

• Optimization of the bump bonding process.

• Construction and testing of 32 modules.
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• Incorporation of the PILATUS IM detector into the protein crystallography beamline

XOeSAoftheSLS.

• Experiments at the beamlines X06SA and X04SA (materials science) of the SLS.

• Analysis of the data.

• Development of the PILATUS 11 readout chip and design of the PILATUS 6M detector

(see below).

The following points where done by myself:

• Adaptation of a Monte Carlo simulation for the parallax effect for the use in the detector

control software tvx and studies of this effect in a silicon pixel detector.

• Geometrical measurements of the PILATUS IM detector.

• Development of a distortion calibration program for the detector control software tvx.

• Analysis of the residual spatial distortion.

• Processing and analysis of protein crystallography data with XDS.

Outlook

The analysis of the PILATUS IM performance provided critical information for the develop¬
ment of the next pixel detector system. This detector, the PILATUS 6M detector, is currently
under construction and will have a similar architecture, but we have abandoned the idea of

a shingled detector surface. The number of modules is extended to 5 x 12 modules, each

with 487 x 195 pixels, leading to an active area of 424 x 435 mm2 with 2463 x 2527 pixels

(6.224 Mpixels). The insensitive area between the modules is reduced to 7 pixels within a bank

and 17 pixels between adjacent banks. Between the readout chips the gap is now spanned by
1.5x-sized pixels; at the corners of 4 chips 2.25x-sized pixels are used. The readout chip of

the new detector will be replaced by a significantly improved design of the PILATUS II chip.

Using a 0.25 //,m CMOS process permits a reduction of the pixel size to 172 x 172 ^rn together
with a more dense and faster electronics. The counters are increased to 20 bits and a special

logic prohibits counting errors. Measurements have shown that a pixel can count more than

1.5 10(l 7/s/pixel without counting errors. However, a dead time correction will be required for

high quality intensity measurements. The chips have been screened in targe quantity and the

yield of perfect chips is about 50 %.

Outstanding data quality should be achieved, because the defects of the prototype chip have

been eliminated in the new readout chip. With an increased framing rate of ^ 10 Hz, due

to a reduced data transfer time, fine (/»-sliced datasets can be recorded in the same time as

conventional coarse (/»-sliced datasets are currently collected with CCD detectors. Furthermore,

the conventional datasets potentially can be collected in a few seconds in the continuous rotation

mode, depending on the experimental conditions.



Appendix A

Variance of Convoluted Probabilities

The second moment of a probability distribution f(x) is called the variance and is also equal to

the square of the standard distribution a and is

+00

vaif(x) — a' — j x2f(x)dx

assuming a normalized function /(./) with

/+00 f(x)dx = 1
.

-00

For the convolution of two probability functions f(x) and g(x) the variance is

vf\.rjog(x /+00
-00

/+00

/ /('») • y(>1 - i)du

f°9

dx

Interchanging the integration leads to

-00

/ x g (a — x)dx
I—00

da

The term (*) can be rewritten by using the substitution u — x — v:

c+00

/ x g(u — x)dx
J—00

/+00
. .

(a2 -2vu + u2) g(u)do

/+00 y+OO r+OC
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For a symmetric distribution g(v) the first moment < u > is equal to zero. Therefore equa¬

tion A.4 can be written as

/+oo
r r+ao

f(u) u2 + / x2g(x)
-00 L J—ex,

/+oo r [cxi r+oo

/ u2f(u)du + f(u)du- x2g(x)d.i
J—00 J—00 J 00

du

+00

(A.5)

The variance of the convolution probability (/ o g) is thus equal to the sum of the variances of

the individual probability distributions f(x) and g(x):

vâTfog(x) — var/ + var9 . (A.6)



Appendix B

Abbreviations

Symbol Description

ADC Analog to Digital Converter

AIDS Aquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
AOUT Analog Output
ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit

BCB Bank Control Board

BIT Binary Digit
CAL Internal calibration signal
CCD Charge Coupled Device

CERN Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire

(European Organisation for Nuclear Reasearch)

CHSEL Chip Selection

CLK Digital Clock

CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor

CMS Compact Muon Solenoid

COLSEL Column Selection

COMP Comparator
DAC Digital to Analog Converter

DCB Detector Control Board

DIN Digital Input
DMILL Durci Mixte Isolant Logico Linéaire

DNA DeoxyriboNucleic Acid

DOUT Digital Output
DPB Detector Power Board

DQE Detective Quantum Efficiency
EN Enable Signal
FIFO First In First Out

FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum

HIV Human Immunodeficiency Virus

JASRI Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute
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Symbol Description

LHC Large Hadron Collider

LVDS Low Voltage Differential Signalling
MAD Multiple Wavelength Anomalous Dispersion
MCB Module Control Board

MIR Multiple Isomorphous Replacement
PAD Pixel Array Detector

PCT Peripheral Component Interconnect

PILATUS PTxeL ApperaTUs for the Swiss Light Source

pixel Picture Element

PSF Point Spread Function

PSI Paul Scherrer Institute

QE Quantum Efficiency
ROWSEL Row Selection

SAD Single Wavelength Anomalous Dispersion
SLS Swiss Light Source

SPring-8 Super Photon Ring, 8 GeV

UBM Under Bump Metal

VME VFRSA-Module Europe
VPG VME Pattern Generator

XDS X-ray Detector Software



Appendix C

List of Symbols

Symbol Description Unit

di Lattice vector

—**

Reciprocal lattice vector

c Capacitance F

e Elementray charge C

E Photon energy keV

P
-'-'gap Energy bandgap eV

^'atom Atomic form factor

h, k, I Miller indices

I Intensity
k Wavevector

Na Acceptor impurity density c,m_,i

Nd Donor impurity density cm
~J

Q Charge C

Q Scattering vector

ti'çryst Reliability factor

V Voltage V

Vo Built in voltage V

Vblas Reversed bias voltage V

z Atomic number

fo Permittivity in vacuum F/cm

<fr Dielectric constant

f« Semiconductor permittivity F/cm

e Scattering angle rad

X Wavelength Ä

Pc Electron mobility cm2/Vs
Ph. Hole mobility cm2/Vs
p/p Mass attenuation coefficient cm2/g
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Symbol Description

P Material density

Pr Material resistivity

Pi Resolving time

p(xyz) Electron density
a Standard deviation

<t> Angular rotation

Unit

cm-3

i2cm

s

cm
"3

rad
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